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INTRODUCTION 
The past fifteen years has witnessed wide-spread activity 
relative to new mathematics curricula for elementary, junior 
high, and high school pupils. 
E. G. Begle (6, p. 1), director of the School Mathematics 
Study Group, in summarizing the revolution in school mathe­
matics states: 
New school mathematics differ very little from old 
ones as far as subject matter is concerned. Only a 
few old topics have been de-emphasized and only a 
few new topics have been added. The chief difference 
between the old and the new is the point of view to­
ward mathematics. Now there is an equal emphasis on 
an understanding of the basic concepts of mathematics 
and their interrelationships, i.e., the structure of 
mathematics. 
The post-Sputnik drive was clearly one to improve the 
quality of content in the mathematics curriculum. By contrast, 
however, there has been much less activity to improve the 
methods of teaching mathematics. 
Need for the Study 
What has commonly been called the "revolution in school 
mathematics" essentially ended about 1965. More recently, 
mathematics educators in colleges and universities, along with 
classroom teachers, have become concerned with the methods 
used to teach the new content which evolved from the 
"revolution." 
Scott (56, p. 15) has summarized the basic principles of 
the new pedagogy for teaching mathematics in the following ten 
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statements : 
1. The structure of mathematics should be stressed 
at all levels. 
2. Children are capable of learning more abstract 
and more complex concepts when the relationships 
between concepts are stressed. 
3. Existing arithmetic programs may be severely 
condensed because children are capable of learn­
ing concepts at much earlier ages than formerly 
thought. 
4. Any concept may be taught a child of any age in 
some intellectually honest manner, if one is 
able to find the proper language for expressing 
the concept. 
5. The inductive approach or the discovery method 
is logically productive and should enhance 
learning end retention. 
6. The major objective of a program is the develop­
ment of independent and creative thinking 
processes. 
7. Human learning seems to pass through the stages 
of preoperations, concrete operations, and 
formal operations. 
8. Growth of understanding is dependent upon con­
cept exploration through challenging apparatus 
and concrete materials and cannot be restricted 
to mere symbolic manipulations. 
9. Teaching mathematical skills is regarded as a 
tidying-up of concepts developed through 
discovery rather than by a step by step process 
for memorization. 
10. Practical application of isolated concepts or 
systems of concepts, particularly those drawn 
from the natural sciences, are valuable to re­
inforcement and retention. 
Since 1965, discovery teaching, guided discovery, pro­
grammed instruction, computer assisted instruction, and 
inquiry training have been the subject of much study and 
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research. Still more recently, individually guided instruc­
tion and activity programs in mathematics have been the sub­
ject of action research in many classrooms. A quick glance 
through professional journals in the field of mathematics 
education will illustrate the activity and interest in labora­
tory-type programs. 
Studies in discovery teaching and learning exhibit a 
trend that favors a sequence of learning from examples, 
followed by the conceptualization of a formal rule. These 
studies have dealt with a traditional classroom setting, one 
where the teacher states the rule and examples as a control, 
while the experimental group has more class participation in 
moving from an example to a rule. In both cases the materials 
in the classrooms have been of the pencil-paper, chalk-
blackboard variety. 
Research is needed in analyzing the role which activity 
plays in the discovery process. Commercial textbook companies 
are producing laboratory-type units for elementary and junior 
high school mathematics classes. The use of laboratory units 
is currently receiving a great deal of attention from mathe­
matics teachers. In light of the long-time interest in 
discovery teaching and learning, plus the newer dimension of 
activity learning through laboratory units, the need for 
studies to examine the effectiveness of such units seems 
imperative. 
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Purpose of the Study 
The improvement of instruction in mathematics is of gen­
eral concern to the writer. This study examined the relative 
effectiveness of a laboratory method of teaching geometry in 
selected sixth grade mathematics classes. 
In any teaching situation, judgments must be made regard­
ing the best methods, materials, and content organization to 
be presented to a given class by a given teacher. If teachers 
are presented with better materials and more options on 
methods, better teaching should be the net result. 
Statement of the Problem 
The problem of this investigation was to determine if the 
use of laboratory materials in teaching geometry to sixth 
grade pupils at Harlan Elementary School could be established 
to be significantly more effective than a more traditional 
method of instruction. The criterion variables were attitude 
toward mathematics, geometry achievement, and non-verbal 
intelligence. 
More specifically, this study was to answer the following 
questions : 
1. Can laboratory units be developed which teach the 
basic geometric content of a sixth grade mathematics 
program? 
2. Can a laboratory method work effectively and 
efficiently in a sixth grade classroom? 
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3. Can teachers effectively use a laboratory method 
without the benefit of specific, formal preservice 
or inservice training? 
4. Can pupils effectively make the transition to an 
activity-type mathematics curriculum using laboratory 
units? 
5. Can pupils effectively use cassette tapes and 
cassette players to obtain directions and information 
to complete laboratory units? 
This writer was interested in examining the effectiveness 
of three different methods of teaching geometry in selected 
sixth grade mathematics classes. In addition, however, the 
interaction of treatments with sex of pupils and I. Q- level 
of pupils was of interest. 
In order to be able to examine main effects and pertinent 
interaction effects it was necessary to analyze the data by an 
analysis of covariance design which defines the pupil as the 
experimental unit. 
The following set of twelve null hypotheses was tested 
under the above assumptions. 
Null hypothesis 1 There will be no significant dif­
ference in pupil attitude toward mathematics due to treatments 
when initial differences between pupils have been adjusted 
with respect to attitude toward mathematics (attitude 
pre-test.) 
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Null hypothesis 2 There will be no significant dif­
ference in pupil attitude toward mathematics due to the inter­
action of treatments and sex of pupils when initial differ­
ences between pupils have been adjusted with respect to 
attitude toward mathematics. 
Null hypothesis 3_ There will be no significant dif­
ference in pupil attitude toward mathematics due to the inter­
action of treatments and I. Q. level of pupils when initial 
differences between pupils have been adjusted with respect to 
attitude toward mathematics. 
Null hypothesis £ There will be no significant dif­
ference in pupil attitude toward mathematics due to the second 
order interaction of treatments, sex of pupils, and I. Q. 
level of pupils when initial differences between pupils have 
been adjusted with respect to attitude toward mathematics. 
Null hypotheses 5, 6, 7, and 8 are similar to the first 
four. The criterion variable for this set of hypotheses is 
geometry achievement. 
Null hypothesis ^ There will be no significant dif­
ference in the geometry achievement of pupils due to treat­
ments when initial differences between pupils have been 
adjusted with respect to geometry achievement (geometry 
achievement pre-test). 
Null hypothesis ^ There will be no significant dif­
ference in the geometry achievement due to the interaction of 
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treatments and sex of pupils when initial differences between 
pupils have been adjusted with respect to geometry achievement. 
Null hypothesis 7_ There will be no significant dif­
ference in the geometry achievement of pupils due to the 
interaction of treatments and I. Q. level of pupils when ini­
tial differences between pupils have been adjusted with 
respect to geometry achievement. 
Null hypothesis £ There will be no significant dif­
ference in the geometry achievement of pupils due to the 
second order interaction of treatments, sex of pupils, and 
I. Q. level of pupils when initial differences between pupils 
have been adjusted with respect to geometry achievement. 
Null hypotheses 9, 10, 11, and 12 are similar to the 
above. The criterion variable in this set of hypotheses is 
the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test. 
Null hypothesis 9_ There will be no significant dif­
ference in the non-verbal intelligence test score of pupils 
due to treatments when initial differences between pupils have 
been adjusted with respect to non-verbal intelligence (non­
verbal intelligence pre-test). 
Null hypothesis 10 There will be no significant dif­
ference in the non-verbal intelligence test score of pupils 
due to the interaction of treatments and sex of pupils when 
initial differences between pupils have been adjusted with 
respect to non-verbal intelligence. 
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Null hypothesis 11 There will be no significant dif­
ference in the non-verbal intelligence test score of pupils 
due to the interaction of treatments and I. Q. level of pupils 
when initial differences between pupils have been adjusted 
with respect to non-verbal intelligence. 
Null hypothesis 12 There will be no significant dif­
ference in the non-verbal intelligence test score of pupils 
due to the second order interaction of treatments, sex of 
pupils, and I. Q. level of pupils when initial differences 
between pupils have been adjusted with respect to non-verbal 
intelligence. 
The preceding twelve hypotheses were tested under the 
assumption that the pupil was the experimental unit (n = 232), 
i.e. an observation is a pupil's score on a test. 
In planning this study, it was not possible to randomly 
assign pupils to classes. The pupils were assigned to classes 
by the elementary principal. He attempted to make the classes 
as heterogeneous as possible, but it was not a random assign­
ment of pupils. Randomization in this study occurred when 
treatments were randomly assigned to classes. 
With the class defined to be the experimental unit, the 
statistical model had a total of nine observations for each 
criterion variable. Each observation was a class mean on a 
test. 
The following null hypotheses were tested using the class 
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as the experimental unit. 
Null hypothesis 13 There will be no significant dif­
ference in attitude toward mathematics due to treatments when 
initial differences between class means have been adjusted 
with respect to attitude toward mathematics (attitude 
pre-test). 
Null hypothesis 14 There will be no significant dif­
ference in geometry achievement due to treatments when initial 
differences between class means have been adjusted with 
respect to geometry achievement (geometry achievement 
pre-test) . 
Null hypothesis 15 There will be no significant dif­
ference in non-verbal intelligence test scores due to treat­
ments when initial differences between class means have been 
adjusted with respect to non-verbal intelligence (non-verbal 
intelligence pre-test). 
Definition of terms 
In order to clarify the meanings of various terms used in 
this study, the following definitions are made. 
Control method A teaching method which does not use 
laboratory units. This teaching method uses the teacher and 
the textbook as the basic sources of content and instruction. 
Laboratory method A teaching method which allowed the 
pupil to work with manipulative materials. As far as possible, 
the pupil has an active role to play. The usual pattern is 
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to have pupils manipulate physical objects, then describe a 
pattern or rule based on an inductive sequence. 
Laboratory-cassette method A teaching method which 
has the same basic format as the laboratory method. In addi­
tion to the work with manipulative materials, this method 
includes the use of cassette tapes and cassette players. All 
written directions and questions in a laboratory unit are re­
corded on a cassette tape. These pupils may read and/or 
listen to the directions and questions. 
Pupils The subjects for this study met the following 
criteria: 
a. Sixth grade pupil at Harlan Elementary School, Ames, 
Iowa, for the period of the study. 
b. Completed all pre-tests and post-tests. 
Laboratory unit A set of twenty-six different 
activity lessons in geometry. Each unit is housed in a sepa­
rate box. . This box contains all of the worksheets and manipu­
lative materials needed for each learning experience. 
Shoe box Another term for laboratory unit. 
Activity learning School settings in which the 
learner develops mathematical concepts through active partici­
pation. This process may involve the manipulation of physical 
materials, the use of games, or experimenting with physical 
materials. 
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Discovery learning A form of learning whereby the 
pupil is actively involved in the process of formulating 
mathematical ideas. This is essentially a verbal process and 
does not necessarily require physical materials. 
Q. level Each pupil was assigned to a level on the 
basis of his score on the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test, 
a. High I. Q. level: I. Q. scores in the range 117 to 
142. There were 62 pupils in this level. 
b. Middle I. Q. level: I. Q. scores in the range 10 5 to 
116. There were 110 pupils in this level. 
c. Low I. Q. level: I. Q. scores in the range frorr. 79 
to 104. There were 60 pupils in this level. 
Delimitations of the Study 
The scope of this investigation was confined to sixth 
grade pupils at Harlan Elementary School in Ames, Iowa, during 
the period from February 23, 1970, through March 20, 1970. 
There were nine sixth grade sections taught by three teachers. 
Each teacher taught a control group and two experimental 
groups. There were eighteen days of instruction and two days 
of testing. 
Pupils were assigned to class sections on the basis of 
criteria formulated by the principal. In essence, these cri­
teria were to make the classes as heterogeneous as possible. 
The sixth grade program was semi-departmentalized with 
four blocks of time comprising the school day. Each of the 
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four blocks was 90 minutes in length. One block was allotted 
f r science and mathematics; a second 90 minute block was 
assigned to social studies. Reading and language arts com­
prise block number three with the final 90 minute block 
assigned to special areas. 
The schedule at Harlan Elementary School provided for 
approximately 50 minutes of mathematics instruction per day. 
The total sixth grade enrollment was 251. The number of 
pupils which completed all pre-tests and post-tests was 232. 
Organization of the Study 
The material for this study has been divided into five 
chapters. The first chapter includes a background and setting 
for the study. The second chapter includes a summarization 
and analysis of related literature and research. Chapter 
three discusses the methodology and procedures for the study. 
The findings of the data collected in the study are examined 
in chapter four. The final chapter presents a summary^ con­
clusions, and recommendations for further research. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
This chapter cites literature and research pertinent to 
the problem being investigated, laboratory methods of teaching 
mathematics. In reviewing the literature and research rele­
vant to this study, three general categories were examined: 
(1) a review of literature dealing with activity methods of 
teaching mathematics, (2) a review of research dealing with 
discovery teaching and discovery learning, and (3) a review of 
research dealing with laboratory methods used to teach 
mathematics. 
Review of Activity Methods 
of Teaching Mathematics 
In searching for better ways of teaching mathematics, 
this writer became interested in the writings of Jean Piaget, 
the noted Swiss psychologist. 
Piaget (52) defines three periods in the development of 
intelligence. The sensory-motor period contains six stages 
and extends from birth to approximately age two years. The 
second period is the concrete operations period and contains 
two sub-periods. The first sub-period is the preoperational 
sub-period and extends from approximately two years of age 
through seven years of age. The second sub-period is the con­
crete operations oob-period and extends from approximately age 
seven through age eleven. The last of the three periods is 
called the formal operations period. This period lasts from 
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approximately age eleven through age fifteen years. 
Period one is concerned primarily with sensory-motor 
development, imitation, and play activities. The next period, 
concrete operations, brings about an essential difference in 
the child. In the sensory motor period the child is "rela­
tively restricted to direct interactions with the environment," 
whereas in the later concrete operations period, the child is 
capable of "manipulating symbols that represent the environ­
ment" (51, p. 54). 
The formal operations period, age eleven to fifteen years, 
begins where the concrete operations child left off—with con­
crete operations. The concrete operations child always starts 
with experience and makes limited interpolations and extrapo­
lations from the data available to his senses. The adolescent, 
however, begins with the possible and then checks various 
possibilities against "memorial representations of past ex­
periences," and eventually against sensory feedback from the 
concrete manipulations that are suggested by his hypotheses 
(51, p. 103). 
The above theory proposes that pupils in the concrete 
operational stage operate on physical entities. The pupils 
would be called upon to make summaries and inductive judgments 
regarding the physical materials present. Next the pupils 
would anticipate what would happen in a hypothetical physical 
setting. This procedure would continue until the pupils were 
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operating in the cognitive manner while completely divorced 
from any physical reinforcement of the cognition. 
The Nuffield Mathematics Project (49, p. 113) states. 
The work of Piaget would seem to indicate that 
a majority of the children in primary schools^are 
passing through what Piaget terms the stage of con­
crete operations, that they are able to deal confi­
dently with the real problems arising from the use 
of concrete materials, This evidence produced by 
his team of research workers fully substantiates and 
justifies the belief that children learn through 
activity and experience. 
Biggs (7, p. 9) states, 
Piaget emphasized two things about activity 
learning. First a child must be allowed to do things 
over and over again and thus reassure himself that 
what he has learned is true. Secondly, this practice 
should be enjoyable. 
The Nuffield Project (28) has taken the findings of 
Piaget and incorporated them into a mathematics program for 
the elementary school. 
The stress in the Nuffield Mathematics Project is on how 
to learn, not what to teach. Running through all the work is 
a central notion that children must be set free to make their 
own discoveries and think for themselves, and so achieve an 
understanding. 
The Nuffield Project makes the point that if children are 
to achieve understanding they cannot go straight to abstrac­
tions. They must handle things. 
The Madison Project (16) places heavy reliance on group 
discussion by children where the teacher serves essentially in 
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the role as a moderator or discussion leader. There is exten­
sive use of largely unstructured tasks such as "find the 
height of the school flag pole," in which the students are not 
told any method to use. It's up to them to devise a method. 
Children are also asked carefully devised sequences of ques­
tions which generally lead them to discover generalizations. 
The Madison Project leans heavily on getting children to learn 
from the structure of the subject itself. 
In sharp contras!: to the nondirective nature of Piaget 
and the Madison Project, Gagné and Ausubel support a theory of 
learning based on a well defined learning hierarchy. 
Gagné's idea of learning hierarchy is important in analyz­
ing a sequence of instructional moves. Gagné (24, p. 5) 
characterizes learning hierarchies as 
. . .  a n  o r d e r e d  s e t  o f  i n t e l l e c t u a l  s k i l l s  s u c h  
that each entity generates a substantial amount of 
positive transfer to the learning of a r.ot previously 
acquired higher order capability. 
Some of the important assumptions supporting Gagné's 
(25, p. 177) ideas about learning hierarchies are: 
1. Any human task may be analyzed into a set of 
component tasks which are quite distinct from 
each other in terms of the experimental opera­
tions that are needed to perform them. 
2. These task components are mediators of the final 
task performance; that is, their presence in­
sures positive transfer into a final performance, 
and their absence reduces .such transfer to near 
zero. 
3. The basic principles of training design consist 
of : 
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a. identifying the component task of a final 
performance, 
b. insuring that each of these comporent tasks 
is fully achieved, and 
c. arranging the total learning situation in 
the sequence which will insure optimal 
mediational affects from one component to 
another. 
Ausubel's position on learning hierarchies and sequencing 
is quite similar to Gagné's. Ausubel {2, p. 86) stated. 
Most complex tasks, particularly those that are 
sequential in nature, can be analyzed into a hierarchy 
of component learning sets or units .... This 
presupposes, of course, that the preceding step is 
always clear, stable, and well organized. If it is 
not the learning of all subsequent steps is jeopardized. 
Hence, new material in the sequences should never be 
introduced until all previous steps are thoroughly 
mastered. 
A combination of the work of Piaget, the early writings 
of the Nuffield Project, and the Madison Project inspired this 
writer to produce some shoe boxes and to research these mate­
rials in a sixth grade mathematics setting. 
Review of Research Dealing 
with Discovery Learning and Teaching 
Mathematics educators have come to associate with Jerome 
Bruner such ideas as discovery, structure, and intuitive 
thinking. "No other single person has better embodied the 
letter and spirit of the psychology which undercurrents the 
new mathematics curricula" (6, p. 25). 
For Bruner, the emphasis is on the kinds of processes 
learned by the student, in contrast to the specific subject 
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matter products he may acquire. One quotation communicates 
the essence of the educational objectives for Bruner 
(9, p. 72). 
To instruct someone in these disciplines is not a 
matter of getting him to commit results to mind. 
Rather, it is to teach him to participate in the 
process that makes possible the establishment of 
knowledge. We teach a subject not to produce little 
living libraries on that subject, but rather to get 
a student to think mathematically for himself, to 
consider matters as a historian does, to take part 
in the process of knowledge getting. 
Ausubel (3, p. 494), in reviewing the "more significant 
published research" dealing with discovery learning and teach­
ing, listed the following conclusions: 
1. The articles most commonly cited in the litera­
ture as reporting results supporting discovery 
techniques actually report no research findings 
whatsoever,, and consist mainly of theoretical 
discussions, assertion, and conjecture or descrip­
tions of existing programs utilizing discovery 
methods, and of enthusiastic but wholely subjec­
tive testimonials regarding the efficacy of 
discovery approaches. 
2. Most of the reasonably well-controlled studies 
find neutral findings at best. 
3. Most studies reporting positive findings either 
fail to control other significant variables or 
employ questionable techniques of statistical 
analysis. 
Thus Ausubel argues, actual examination of the research litera­
ture allegedly supporting learning theory reveal that valid 
evidence to support discovery teaching is virtually non­
existent. Moreover, it appears that enthusiasts of discovery 
methods have been supporting each other by citing one 
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another's opinions and assertions as evidence and by general­
izing extravagantly from questionable findings. 
Henderson (31, p. 1020), in discussing research on dis­
covery teaching suggested, "One is tempted to admonish the 
reader to draw his own conclusions about the findings and con­
clusions of various experiments." Cronbach (13, p. 76) states. 
In spite of the confident endorsements of 
teachers of teaching through discovery that we read 
in semi-popular discourse on improving education, 
there is precious little substantive knowledge about 
what advantages it offers, and under what conditions 
the advantages accrue. 
To some teachers, discovery is exemplified in some of 
Socrates' teachings. The teacher leads the pupil through a 
series of questions to which the pupil only needs respond "yes" 
or "no" in order to arrive at some understanding. 
To other teachers, discovery means to put the students 
entirely on their own in seeking solutions to problems. The 
teacher provides no direction for the learning and the stu­
dents must discover the solution. 
A more moderate interpretation would be to have teachers 
interacting with students to seek solutions to problems. This 
method is often referred to as guided-discovery. The student 
does more than respond with a simple yes or no, yet he is not 
placed entirely "on his own" in seeking solutions to problems. 
In three separate studies Scandura (54) examined the 
effects of discovery versus expository strategies for teaching. 
Two treatments were used to teach subjects to solve simple 
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problems. The test consisted of novel problems (n) and rou­
tine problems (r). These tests were administered after each 
experiment. In the first study, using sixth grade pupils, the 
results of a t-test favored the mean performance of the dis­
covery group on the n problems (p < .01). The discovery group 
received 153 minutes of instruction and the expository group 
had only 108 minutes. Scandura discusses the findings and 
attributes these differences to the combination of factors : 
(1) directiveness of presentation, (2) emphasis on meaning, 
(3) amount of problem solving practice, and (4) time at which 
the algorithm was introduced. 
In the second study Scandura used fourth and fifth grade 
subjects. Efforts were made to make the expository teaching 
more meaningful and to make the presentation to the discovery 
group less direct. As before, the discovery class required 
more time (199 minutes as against 153). On this study, test 
results favored the expository group on the n-type problems. 
In the third study, gifted fourth and fifth graders were 
subjects. Because of the small numbers of students and a non-
normal distribution, the data was not analyzed. However, the 
raw scores favored the expository group. 
Kersh (38) conducted an experiment which suggested that 
discovery teaching enhances motivation. Forty bright college 
students learned two rules of addition in elementary number 
theory. They learned these two rules of addition by three 
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different methods: no help; directed reference (which used 
perceptual aids); and, rule given. Results of a chi-squared 
analysis after four weeks favored the no help group at the .05 
level of significance. An analysis of the activities of the 
subjects during the four weeks following the experiment indi­
cated that those subjects receiving no help practiced the 
rules mors often than did the other groups. 
In another study, Kersh (40) taught the distributive 
property for multiplication over addition to fifth graders. 
After sixteen training sessions, Kersh found no differences 
among subjects studying by free discovery, programmed dis­
covery, and programmed guidance. 
Fisher (21) describes three instructional methods 
employed in teaching elementary school mathematics to pupils 
in grades three, four, and five. The three instructional 
treatments were: individually prescribed instruction, pro­
grammed learning instruction, and standard classroom instruc­
tion. A major effort was made to present descriptive 
differences between the three curriculum treatments and to 
provide statistical data relevant to the arithmetic achieve­
ment of the pupils involved in those treatments. 
Statistical data did not indicate any outstanding differ­
ences in achievement as evidenced by the pupils ' scores on the 
standardized tests. However, the researcher and other par­
ticipants in the project cited observational experience that 
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the advantages of individually prescribed treatment out­
weighed the achievement test results, and that a continuing 
effort should be made to extend the values of individualizing 
instruction. 
Moody (47) cites a study where he investigated the effec­
tiveness of self-instructional reading materials, and in 
addition, compared student performance to teacher performance 
in a pre-test, treatment, post-test situation using content 
from non-metric geometry. Moody concludes that there is no 
support for the hypothesis that students who read materials in 
mathematics on their own will perform as well on selected 
tasks as those who have teachers explain and interpret content 
for them. There is support for the hypothesis that if a 
teacher performs at a certain level, that his students, follow­
ing instruction, will perform at the same level on these tasks. 
Wills (51) investigated the effect of learning by dis­
covery on problem solving ability. Two weeks of instruction 
were presented to two different groups of intermediate algebra 
classes. Each day students in both groups were given rather 
difficult problems that required generalizations. One class 
had teacher guidance and discussions regarding methods used 
for discovering generalizations. In the other group, the 
instructor gave no such guidance. Students were pre-tested 
and post-tested on mathematical items not covered in the unit. 
Both groups did about equally well. 
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Worthen (64) designed a study to (a) identify and explore 
some of the teaching-learning variables that are operative in 
the discovery process, and (b) to compare a discovery and 
expository method in a classroom setting. 
The sample consisted of fifth and sixth grade students. 
An extensive inservice program for teachers was used to teach 
procedures for using the instructional and evaluating materials 
in the study. Teachers were trained from two to six hours 
weekly for twenty weeks. 
The expository method produced better initial learning 
(p < .01) than the discovery method. The discovery method 
produced better retention over five weeks (p < .05), and over 
eleven weeks (p < .025). No differences in transfer or in 
attitudes were present. 
Stacey (58) studied the effects of directed versus 
independent discovery. He found that active participation and 
self-discovery were more productive in solving a group of 
simple problems which called for the sixth grade subjects to 
identify the one element in a set of five that did not belong. 
Craig (12), using college students, found results less favor­
able for the discovery method. His directed group, which 
received a brief introductory training period, learned better 
and retained better than the non-directed group. Kittell (42) 
conducted studies which yielded results similar to those of 
Craig's. These studies found that groups which had received 
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an intermediate amount of directed learning experience were 
superior in learning retention and transfer to groups receiv­
ing either more or less directed learning. 
Review of Research Dealing with 
Laboratory Methods Used to Teach Mathematics 
The laboratory approach to teaching mathematics is by no 
means new. The progressive education movement, and more 
specifically John Dewey's work at the University of Chicago, 
incorporated real applied problems and the use of a laboratory 
to teach mathematics. In 1942, Morrison (48, p. 193) made the 
following statement regarding laboratory learning: 
Nearly, if not quite, every critical study of 
the utility of laboratories anywhere in the secondary 
school including junior college has shown that they 
have no utility over and above what can be achieved 
in lecture-table demonstrations. 
In brief he concludes "laboratory work belongs to universities, 
and not in the field of general education." 
The 22nd Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics, published in 1954, devoted a large part of that 
yearbook to laboratory teaching in mathematics. However, the 
writings dealt almost entirely with the use of audio-visual 
aids. Very little was said that would help a teacher develop 
the laboratory method as a strategy for teaching mathematics. 
Wingo (63) pointed out that activity programs have often 
failed to produce any doing except following directions, and 
often have forgotten that one purpose of the activities is to 
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provide the conditions for reflective thought, and further, 
that reflective thought itself is activity learning. 
Davis (16, p. 21) believes that activity-type discovery 
material should accomplish the following goals ; 
1. Children should enjoy mathematics. 
2. Children should have successful experiences with 
mathematics. 
3. Children should approach mathematics creatively 
and not think in terms of following rote 
procedures. 
4. Children should approach mathematics problems 
with determination, persistence, optimism, and 
confidence. 
In analyzing the best approach to mathematics in the pri­
mary school the Nuffield Project asserts that we should follow 
the methods of the sciences (49). When a child first meets a 
new material in the sciences he experiments with it. This 
experimentation leads to some sort of informal hypothesis con­
cerning the material. This empirical approach is the natural 
approach of a primary school child to his environment. It can 
be summarized as follows (49, p. 4): (a) free experimentation 
with material, (b) the formation of a hypothesis, (c) the 
testing of the hypothesis, and (d) the communication of 
findings. 
The Nuffield Project, in talking about activity materials, 
states that they also present an exciting challenge to chil­
dren who needed first to experiment quite freely with the new 
materials where no direction or even suggestions come from the 
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teacher, 
Holt (33) urges a liberal period of "messing around" in 
any science or activity oriented subject. It was generally 
suggested that the first step in a laboratory experience should 
be to provide the children with free play time. 
Biggs and MacLean (7, p. 13) emphasize that "it's the 
attitude toward learning we are attempting to develop rather 
than the specific techniques such as workshop or laboratory 
methods." Later they state that 
Whether the type of classroom is described as 
laboratory, workshop, or activity approach does not 
matter. The important thing is an atmosphere which 
encourages resourcefulness, self-confidence, inde­
pendence, patience, and competence. The children 
may be working individually or in groups. They will 
be doing differ^iit things—handling materials, 
measuring, discussing, and recording. 
Dienes and Golding (20, p. 9) discuss the price we must 
pay to have "universal mathematical understanding." The 
authors state: 
The price is an abundance of materials. These mate­
rials are not intended for demonstration by the 
teacher, but as an essential tool in the learning 
armor of every child. There should be sufficient 
material in each classroom during the mathematics 
lesson for every child to have access to whatever 
he might need in trying to solve a problem. By en­
couraging children to work in groups, the cost of 
the equipment can be greatly reduced. 
Hudgins (36) suggests that whether fifth grade mathe­
matics students work in small groups or as individuals has no 
affect on their problem solving performance. Subjects in 
groups did solve more problems than those working 
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independently, but when all students had to work independently 
there was no difference in performance. 
May (46) in discussing learning laboratories in the 
elementary schools in Winnetka states. 
The main purpose of the learning laboratory is 
to help children become independent learners. Stu­
dents are encouraged to look at patterns they have 
developed and then encouraged to predict results 
beyond the data they have acquired. There is no 
failure because all students are free to ask ques­
tions whenever they need help. 
Davidson and Fare (15) describe the creation of a mathe­
matics laboratory. In discussing the orientation of teachers 
to this method they make the following points: (1) that you 
can learn math not only with paper and pencil but also through 
the use of manipulative materials; (2) that the math lab 
approach involves active participation, exploration, hypothe­
sizing, looking for patterns, and "doing" rather than being 
shown; (3) that mathematics is many things, that there are 
often many right answers to a problem, and that usually you 
can check your hunches yourself by means of the materials; 
(4) that although much of the work will seem like fun and 
games all of the lab experiences can be related to specific 
math concepts, to problem solving techniques, or to modes of 
mathematical thinking; (5) that at the beginning, the lab 
teacher will choose what activities you should embark on, but 
once you have pursued enough of the materials to know what 
some of the possibilities are, you will be given some choice; 
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(6) that care of the materials is the responsibility of each 
student; that the loss of one piece may mean that the entire 
set of materials is unusable; (7) tliat often projects will be 
started or materials introduced in the lab that will be 
followed up in a classroom or at home. 
Clarkson (10, p. 494) supported the laboratory classroom 
environment because students could choose daily tasks from a 
wide variety of carefully planned situations. He cited three 
special advantages of the laboratories : 
1. Piaget has made us aware of the developmental 
needs of children. While this subject is still 
quite controversial, wide agreement can probably 
be obtained from the thesis that children should 
have a very active experience with, say, measure­
ment concepts before formal instruction begins. 
2. Piaget emphasizes further, although his critics 
seem often to ignore this, that children develop, 
in their understanding of quantitative studies, 
very individually. And if development is highly 
individual, then this is one more reason why the 
laboratory situation, which provides an easy 
opportunity for students to choose tasks appro­
priate to their stage of development, is a good 
one. 
3. The laboratory method allows children to communi­
cate more easily and naturally with each other. 
Children are really great at explaining even 
highly complex sets of rules to each other. 
Fitzgerald (23) describes a mathematics laboratory for 
prospective elementary school teachers. He credits much of 
the motivation for the laboratory at Michigan State to proj­
ects such as the Madison Project and the Nuffield Project. He 
cites three purposes of labs as they use them in the 
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preparation of prospective elementary school teachers. The 
purposes are: (1) learning the mathematical concepts of the 
course, (2) becoming familiar with materials and how they are 
used, and (3) having a real experience in a student-centered 
rather than a teacher-centered classroom. 
Beckland (5) investigated the effectiveness of an 
activity program in mathematics at grades four, five, and six. 
The experimental materials were prepared for investigation by 
pupils independent of teacher direction. At each grade level 
within each school, two classes studied these activity 
oriented materials : one used them independent of the teacher 
and the other studied them under teacher direction. A third 
class was given standard arithmetic materials and teaching 
techniques. The findings indicate that both methods of using 
the experimental materials provided the pupils with experience 
from which the pupils learned the ideas of this material. The 
pupils using the experimental materials were more able in 
adjusting to tasks requiring independent study skills than the 
pupils of the standard classes. In the comparison of these 
two methods, a meaningful expository approach to learning 
these experimental materials was at least as effective as the 
independent study of the materials. 
Snyder (57) compared three methods of individualizing 
instruction in junior high mathematics. One program required 
the student to select the mathematical topics he would like to 
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study during the year. A variety of materials were available 
and students were encouraged to select topics of value and 
interest to themselves. The second program required all stu­
dents to participate. The student could choose from three 
different levels of assignments the level which seemed most 
appropriate for him. He could then supplement the work if he 
chose to. A third class was a conventional teacher taught 
class. 
In the two experimental programs, the emphasis was on 
independent study and the teacher served as a resource person. 
The control class had better gain scores on tests. How­
ever, both experimental groups scored better on reasoning 
tests than did the control classes. 
Two studies dealt with actual activity learning by 
children as compared with the vicarious experience of watching 
the teacher demonstrate the activity. Toneym (59) studied 
fourth graders over a period of one semester and arrived at 
the following conclusions: 
1. Although no statistically significant difference was 
found in the class means on the test for basic mathe­
matical understandings, the data indicated a trend 
toward the greater achievement by the group using the 
individually manipulated materials. 
2. The use of individually manipulated materials seems 
to be a somewhat more effective means for building an 
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understanding than does the teacher demonstration 
model. 
3. A teacher demonstration of instructional materials 
seemed to promote general mathematical achievement as 
effectively as does individual manipulation of the 
materials by the student. 
Trueblood (60) compared the technique of student use of 
materials as opposed to the teacher demonstrating the mate­
rials. The experiment was conducted to provide evidence on 
whether students age 9 to 11 would achieve and retain more by 
(1) manipulating visual, tactual aids, or (2) observing and 
telling the teacher how to manipulate such devices. Piaget's 
stages of intellectual development were used to hypothesize 
that (1) would be superior to (2). 
The pupils taught by observing and telling the teacher 
how to manipulate the devices scored higher on the post-test 
than students who manipulated the devices themselves (p = .10)-
There was no significant difference between the two treatments 
on the retention test. 
The role of games in mathematics is discussed in two 
studies. These games were based on logical skill. Anderson 
(4) found that a first grade group which used programmed games 
were superior to a control group on a test which involved 
problem solving. The experimental group was also superior on 
retention tests. 
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Humphrey (37) reported a study which suggested that first 
graders using active games exhibited greater gains in learning 
number concepts than students using a workbook to study the 
same concepts. 
Summary 
Two points of view seem apparent regarding the issue of 
learning theories in mathematics. 
The Piaget-Bruner point of view places primary emphasis 
on the process of learning and the importance of discovery and 
activity experiences in learning. The Gagne-Ausubel point of 
view places emphasis on the product of learning and the 
development of a structured sequence of ideas. The Gagné-
Ausubel point of view places primary responsibility for 
instruction with the teacher and the textbook. 
The implications for the sequence of curriculum growing 
from these two positions is quite different. In the Gagné-
Ausubel analysis, the highest level of learning is problem 
solving. Lower levels involve facts, concepts, and principles 
which must precede the problem solving stage. A learner 
begins with simple prerequisites and works up, pyramid fashion, 
to the more complex. 
In the Bruner-Piaget analysis, the direction of flow is 
reversed. Bruner and Piaget have the learner begin with a 
problem situation. When presented with the problem the 
learner will move down through the hierarchy and form the 
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needed associations, needed concepts, and finally develop 
rules for solving the problem. 
Dienes (18, p. 47), in discussing the difficulties stu­
dents have learning mathematics, states. 
The curious fact is that these difficulties have 
never been systematically or scientifically studied, 
and conseguertly the process of learning mathematics 
is so scanty as hardly to amount to knowledge at 
all. 
More recently, Heimer (30, p. 50 6) states. 
It seems reasonable to conclude that the extent 
of substantiative knowledge about construction of 
efficient instructional sequences in mathematics is 
at present desperately sparse. Not nearly enough is 
known about the connection between the logical struc­
ture of the knowledge and the psychological processes 
involved in acquiring the knowledge. Adequate teach­
ing algorithms which specify the steps to be taken in 
order to construct an instructional sequence in the 
presence of a given set of educational ends and a 
given set of circumstances, and with some assurance 
of efficiency, do not exist. 
The theoretical discussion and the research in discovery 
teaching and learning suffered from a lack of well defined 
understanding on what is meant by discovery. 
Davis (17, p. 59) states. 
There is no agreement on what is meant by 
either discovery teaching or discovery learning. 
Nor is there any agreement on what discovery is 
supposed to accomplish; hence no evidence of its 
accomplishing or not accomplishing any single objec­
tive would change the minds of most who do, or do 
not believe in it. 
The findings of studies which compare expository and dis­
covery methods are ambiguous, and no single study is capable 
of resolving this pedagogical issue. Only a carefully planned 
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program of research is likely to provide clear answers to the 
problem of discovery versus expository and guided learning. 
In evaluating research in activity learning in mathe­
matics, Kieren (41, p. 516) says. 
Most of the studies were small in scale, and 
perhaps far too lacking in control and in potential 
generalizability to be considered good research. 
Nevertheless, they represent first steps toward 
answering the complex question of the effect of 
activity methodologies on the learning of mathematics. 
Research results on laboratory learnirg in mathematics 
must be incorporated with a theory of mathematics teaching and 
incorporated into programs of teacher education. Little has 
been done here. 
In light of evidence that elementary school children are 
in a concrete reasoning stage rather than a formal reasoning 
stage, most mathematics educators believe that it is desirable 
to use large amounts of manipulative materials with young 
children. This same principle would apply to older children 
who have not yet entered the formal reasoning stage. 
Ausubel takes a very clear stand on the role of the 
laboratory method of instruction. Ausubel (3, p. 338) states. 
The primary responsibility for transmitting the 
content of a science should be delegated to the 
teacher and the textbook, whereas primary responsi­
bility for transmitting appreciation of scientific 
method should be delegated to the laboratory. 
Ausubel further states, 
Students waste many valuable hours in the laboratory 
collecting and manipulating emperical data which, 
at the very best, helped them rediscover or exemplify 
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principles that the instructor could present verbally 
and demonstrate visually in a matter of minutes. 
Hence, although laboratory work can be invaluable in 
giving students some appreciation of the spirit and 
methods of scientific inquiry, and of promoting 
problem solving, analytic, and generalizing ability, 
it is a very time consuming and inefficient practice 
for routine purposes of teaching subject matter con­
tent or illustrating principles when didactic exposi­
tion or simple demonstration are perfectly adequate. 
In summary then, Ausubel would have teachers divide the 
labor of instruction. The laboratory would be used to convey 
the method and spirit of inquiry of the science, whereas the 
textbook and teacher would assume the burden of transmitting 
subject matter content. 
The major difference between a traditional program and a 
program built around laboratory situations lies in the role of 
the child in the learning process. 
The former program emphasizes content while the latter 
emphasizes the experiences of the children in building concepts 
and strategies. 
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METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
The purpose of this study was to examine the relative 
effectiveness of a laboratory method of teaching geometry in 
the sixth grade at Harlan Elementary School, Ames, Iowa. The 
investigation was in three areas ; 
1. pupil attitude toward mathematics 
2. pupil achievement in geometry 
3. pupil achievement on a non-verbal intelligence test 
This chapter describes the methods and procedures that 
were used to gather and analyze the data for this study. This 
chapter has been divided into five parts: (1) selection of 
the population for the study, (2) preparation of the materials, 
(3) class management and experiment execution, (4) testing, 
and (5) treatment of the data. 
Selection of the Population 
During the 1969-70 school year, Harlan Elementary School 
served as a sixth grade center for the Ames Community School 
District. There were nine sixth grade sections at Harlan. 
All nine sections were included in the study. 
Pupils were assigned to sections by one of two procedures. 
If the pupil completed fifth grade at Harlan Elementary School 
he was assigned to section A of the sixth grade. The remain­
ing eight sections of the sixth grade (B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I) 
were filled with pupils from other elementary centers in the 
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Ames Community District. Assignments were made so that the 
eight sections were as heterogeneous as possible. 
During summer 1969, the principal of Harlan Elementary 
School grouped sections B through I. The following guidelines 
were followed in order to keep these eight sections as hetero­
geneous as possible. 
1. Pupils from other elementary centers were assigned 
to sections so that all elementary centers were 
represented in each section. 
2. Pupils were assigned to sections so that each section 
had approximately the same number of males and 
females. 
3. Pupils were assigned to sections on the basis of 
reading and mathematics achievement. 
The intent was to have a range of ability levels present in 
all sections. 
Table 1. Assignment of treatments to sections 
Teacher 1 Teacher 2 Teacher 3 
8 : 45-10 :15 B: Control G; Laboratory-
cassette 
F: Laboratory 
10 ;15-11 :45 H: Control E; Laboratory-
cassette 
12 :15- 1 :45 C: Laboratory I : Laboratory 
1 1 
in 




Three mathematics teachers were assigned to teach the 
nine sections. Each teacher taught three sections. The 
assignment of experimental and control sections was made by 
using a table of random numbers. 
Table 1 shows the result of the random assignment of 
treatments to sections. 
Preparation of the Materials 
The initial preparation of the laboratory units used in 
this study began during the fall of 1967. The units were to 
be flexible enough so that they could be used in upper elemen­
tary or junior high school (grades 5-8) mathematics classes. 
As was mentioned in Chapter two, the findings of the 
Madison Project, the writings of Piaget, and the Nuffield 
Mathematics Project motivated the preparation of laboratory 
units using an activity approach and an inductive pattern of 
discovery. 
In each laboratory unit the pupil was presented with the 
opportunity to manipulate physical quantities in order to 
answer some question about mathematics. The worksheets were 
designed so that correct responses to questions would lead the 
pupil to generalize his findings in a rule or formula. 
The first twelve laboratory units dealt with geometry and 
probability. In January, 1968, these units were taught to 
sixth and eighth grade pupils at Malcom Price Laboratory 
School, Cedar Falls, Iowa. An informal evaluation of this 
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pilot project was encouraging enough to promote further work 
on the project. 
After the initial try-out at Malcom Price Laboratory 
School, this writer was invited to present a paper at the 
Forty-Seventh Annual Meeting of the National Council of 
Teachers of Mathematics. The title of the paper was "Labora­
tory Materials and Related Experiences for Grades 5-8." In 
preparing materials for the presentation a set of laboratory 
units was developed which focused on geometry. 
The final step in the preparation of materials for this 
study took place after subjects, teachers, length of the 
study, textbook, and the like were known. 
The elementary mathematics series used in the Ames Public 
Schools during the time of this study was the SRA series (14). 
Three units in the textbook dealt exclusively with 
geometry. The units were: 
Unit One - "Rectangles: Area and Perimeter" 
Unit Ten - "Measurement of Volume" 
Unit Twenty - "Geometry: Circle" 
The participating teachers felt that twenty school days 
would be needed to teach these three units to the control 
classes and provide time for pre-tests and post-tests. 
After the content decision was made and the length of the 
study determined, twelve additional laboratory units were 
prepared. Since the treatment groups would not use textbook 
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materials, it was decided that the content presented in all 
sections should be as alike as possible. The method of pre­
sentation is the variable, not the geometric content. 
As stated in Chapter two, the Madison Project set down 
guidelines for the preparation of discovery experiences in 
mathematics. This researcher used the following guidelines in 
selecting geometry topics for the laboratory units (16, p. 10). 
1. The topic must provide experience with the 
fundamental concepts and techniques with which 
the children should become familiar. 
2. The topic must provide for active participation 
by the children. 
3. The topic should provide abundant opportunities 
for the children to make discoveries. 
Each laboratory unit was contained in a shoe box. All of 
the manipulative materials, directions, worksheets, and the 
like were available to the pupil when he opened the box. 
The following eighteen laboratory units were assigned to 
all students in the experimental classes: 
1. Angle Measurement (an exercise using a protractor to 
measure angles) 
2. Square Puzzle (an exercise in arranging seven 
geometric shapes to form a square) 
3. Stellar Polygons (an exercise in geometric construc­
tions using compass and ruler) 
4. Curve Stitching (an exercise in geometric construc­
tion using ruler, yarn, and needle) 
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5. Mirror Geometry (an exercise to determine axes of 
symmetry) 
6. Tower of Hanoi (an inductive sequence to establish a 
formula) 
7. Calculation of Pi (tt) (an inductive sequence to 
establish a value for Pi) 
8. Volume Relationship (an exercise to establish the 
volume of a cone and sphere) 
9. Area of a Rectangle (an inductive sequence to 
establish the area of a rectangle) 
10. Area of a Right Triangle (an inductive sequence to 
establish the area of a right triangle) 
11. Area of a Parallelogram (an inductive sequence to 
establish the area of a parallelogram) 
12. Area of a Triangle (an inductive sequence to establish 
the area of a triangle) 
13. Area and Perimeter (an exercise to calculate area and 
perimeter of non-regular geometric shapes) 
14. Side-Ar^ea Relationships (an inductive sequence to 
establish a ratio of two measurements) 
15. Rectangular Prisms (an inductive sequence to 
establish the volume of a rectangular prism) 
16. Surface Area (an experience in calculating the 
surface area of a rectangular prism) 
17. Construction of Polyhedra (an experience in 
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constructing models of regular polyhedra) 
18. Euler's Foirmula (an inductive sequence to establish 
a formula) 
The following eight laboratory units were designated as 
electives: 
1. Wîiat's My Rule? (a number game which requires induc­
tive thinking) 
2. Snowflakes (an exercise in geometric construction 
using ruler and compass) 
3. Polygonal Spirals (an exercise in geometric construc­
tion using a ruler) 
4. Moebius Strip (an exercise in geometric construction 
using scissors and moebius strips) 
5. How Many Squares? (an exercise in calculating area) 
6. Geometric Patterns (an inductive sequence to 
establish a formula) 
7. Roll a Number (an inductive sequence with numbers) 
8. Super Detective (an exercise in simple logic) 
Appendix A contains pictures of the laboratory units and 
copies of all the printed material contained in the shoe 
boxes. 
In addition to the basic laboratory unit, the laboratory-
cassette treatment group was provided with cassette tapes and 
cassette players. The cassette tapes were prepared by this 
researcher. Each cassette tape contained a verbatim reading 
of the printed materials in the respective laboratory unit. 
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Pupils in the laboratory-cassette treatment group could read 
and/or listen to get directions for completing a laboratory 
unit-
Three complete sets of laboratory units were prepared. 
One set was placed in each classroom. Three sets of cassette 
tapes were also prepared. The cassette tapes were stored in a 
separate shoe box in the classroom. The ten cassette players 
were moved between rooms as needed. 
Approximately one month before the study at Harlan Ele­
mentary School, a small pilot study was conducted with a sixth 
grade class at Gilbert Elementary School, Gilbert, Iowa. The 
purpose of the pilot was to: 
1. Field test the measuring instruments. Readability 
of items and completion time were examined in light 
of the pupil5s performance in the pilot study. 
2. Field test the laboratory units to get information on 
usability of materials, time needed to complete the 
laboratory units, and management problems associated 
with the laboratory units. 
Class Management and Experiment Execution 
The three control groups were taught using the textbook 
as the primary source of geometry content. The teachers were 
encouraged to teach their control classes in a manner typical 
of their treatment of these same units during the preceding 
school year. It was agreed that the teachers in control 
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classes would not use any parts of the laboratory units 
developed by this researcher. 








Day 1 Administer attitude pre-test and the 
geometry achievement pre-test. 
Day 2 Administer pre-test using Lorge-Thorn-
dike Intelligence Test and complete a 
laboratory unit. 
Day 3 Administer make-up tests and complete 
another laboratory unit. 
Day 4 - Complete one laboratory unit per day. 
Day 18 (Optional laboratory units were en­
couraged after the assigned unit was 
completed and checked.) 
Day 19 Administer post-test using Lorge-
Thorndike Intelligence Test and complete 
a laboratory unit. 
Day 20 Complete the last laboratory unit and 
administer the attitude post-test and 
geometry post-test. 
The second day of the study, teachers assigned pupils in 
the experimental sections to teams. In each section, nine 
teams of pupils were selected by the teacher. The method used 
to assign pupils to teams was left to the respective teacher. 
The only constraint was that the same selection process must 
be used for both experimental sections. Usually a section was 
divided into seven or eight teams with three members on a team 
and one or two teams with four members each. The classes 
ranged in size from twenty-seven to twenty-nine pupils. 
Of the eighteen basic laboratory units, nine were judged 
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to be sequential in nature. For example, the unit on area and 
perimeter of a rectangle must precede the unit on the area of 
a right triangle. Because of this constraint, the nine 
sequential laboratory units were placed in positions ten 
through eighteen on the assignment list (see Appendix B). The 
first nine laboratory units did not require a definite order. 
After assigning pupils to teams and ordering the labora­
tory units, a schedule was made. The schedule appears in 
Appendix B. 
The schedule gave pupils their assigned laboratory units 
from day two through day nineteen. 
In addition to the eighteen basic laboratory units, eight 
optional laboratory units were provided. After pupils com­
pleted the experiences in the assigned laboratory unit they 
were encouraged to complete the optional units. The optional 
units consisted of mathematical games and constructions. Com­
pletion of the optional units could take several hours, hence 
opportunity was provided for pupils to work on these units 
over a longer period of time. 
The laboratory-cassette teams were assigned to a specific 
cassette player for the entire study. In this way they became 
accustomed to the operation of one specific player. Since 
there were only ten cassette players available, it was neces­
sary to move the cassette players from room to room to accc:~~ 
modate the laboratory-cassette treatment groups. 
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An answer box was placed in each experimental classroom. 
This box contained a set of correct answers for all of the 
worksheets. After all team members ha3 completed the experi­
ence in a laboratory unit, one team member would go get the 
folder containing the answers and the team would evaluate 
their work. After comparing their worksheet with the one from 
the answer box, pupils filed their work in individual folders. 
The teacher could then refer to these folders if they needed 
information for evaluation. 
Once the team had completed its task, it would clean up, 
replace all parts of the laboratory unit, and then was free to 
start on an optional laboratory unit. 
The school day at Harlan Elementary School was divided 
into four ninety-minute segments. For the purpose of this 
study, the ninety-minute segment provided time for study of 
both mathematics and science. Usually the first forty to 
fifty minutes of the ninety-minute block were used for the 
study of mathematics. The remaining time was spent on the 
study of science. 
Basically, the teacher's role in experimental sections 
was that of a resource person, an advisor, and a source of 
encouragement. There was no teacher lecture nor use of text­
book materials in the experimental sections. 
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Testing 
The testing was in two phases. On day one of the study, 
the pupils completed the sixty item attitude scale and the 
twenty-five item geometry achievement test. On day two of the 
study, the first part of the mathematics period was used to 
administer the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test. 
Make-up tests were scheduled for those pupils who were 
absent. The make-up tests were completed by the third day of 
the study. If a pupil did not have all testing completed by 
the end of the third day he was not included in the study. 
The total sixth grade enrollment at Harlan was 251. The 
pre-test was completed by 235 students. 
The post-test was given on day nineteen and day twenty. 
On day nineteen the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test was 
administered and on day twenty the attitude scale and geometry 
achievement test were administered. 
Data pertinent to this study was collected by administer­
ing six tests to each pupil in the study. Subjects in control 
and experimental groups were pre-tested and post-tested using: 
1. A mathematics attitude test, pre-test and post-test. 
2. A geometry achievement test, pre-test and post-test. 
3. The Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test, pre-test and 
post-test. 
The mathematics attitude test was a compilation of 60 
items from the School Mathematics Study Group, National 
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Longitudinal Study of Mathematical Abilities. This test 
measured attitudes toward mathematics. 
Items for the attitude test were selected from Form 6151 
(items 1-14, 36, 37, 40-48) and from Form 6252 (items 1-8, 10, 
12-37) of NLSMA Report, No. 1, Part A, X-Population Test 
Batteries (62). 
The geometry achievement test contained twenty-five ques­
tions and was composed of items from two sources. The first 
thirteen items were chosen from the National Longitudinal 
Study (62). All of the geometry items from the sixth grade 
level were used in the geometry achievement test. The remain­
ing twelve items were selected from the standardized test 
series which accompanies the textbook used at Harlan Elemen­
tary School. Each item which dealt with geometry was included 
xn the geometry achievement test. This test series is pro­
duced by the Greater Cleveland Research Council and is 
published by Science Research Associates (32). 
The first thirteen items for the geometry achievement 
test were selected from Form 8342 (items 13, 16, 18, 21) and 
from Form 6262 (items 32-40), Part D of NLSMA Report, No. 1, 
Part A, X-Population Test Batteries (62). 
The last twelve items for the geometry -chievsment te'- : 
were selected from the standardized tests which accompany the 
textbook (32) used at Harlan Elementary School. All the items 
dealing with geometry were selected to be in the geometry 
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achievement test. The following items were used; Form 6-lB 
(items 9, 12, 19, 21), Form 6-2B (items 18, 22, 25, 47), Form 
6-4B (items 2, 6, 9, 18). 
The intelligence pre-test used in this study was the 
Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test, Level 3, Non-Verbal Battery. 
This test is published in two for^-iS. Form A was used in the 
pre-test and Form B was used in the post-test (44). 
The same form of the attitude test and the geometry test 
was used in both the pre-test and the post-test. 
There were only three pupils in the pre-test who did not 
complete the post-test battery. This left a total of 232 
pupils who were subjects in this study. 
All testing was performed in the classrooms with teachers 
monitoring. Standard IBM type answer sheets were used for all 
responses. Test scoring and all item analysis was performed 
by the Testing Service at Iowa State University, 
Treatment of Data 
The primary goal of this investigation was to evaluate 
the relative effectiveness of the teacher-textbook method, the 
laboratory method, and the laboratory-cassette method as 
measured by post-treatment-tests on attitude toward mathe­
matics, geometry achievement, and non-verbal intelligence. 
This research also investigated; 
1. The effectiveness of the treatments on high, middle, 
and low I. Q. levels. 
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2. The effectiveness of the treatments on males versus 
females. 
Table 2 indicates the number of subjects by sex, intelli­
gence group/ and treatment group in a three-way classification. 
Table 2. Stratification of subjects by treatment, sex, and 
I. Q. level classification 
Male Female 
IQ level ^ level 
Group Low Middle High Low Middle High Total 
Control 9 23 12 8 17 12 81 
Lab 13 22 8 7 17 6 73 
Lab-cassette 12 _8 11 78 
Total 37 64 32 23 46 30 232 
The statistical model used to analyze the data was 
analysis of covariance. This technique provided data regard­
ing main effects and interactions. Pupils were statistically 
equated with respect to the three covariates (pre-test scores 
on attitude, geometry, and non-verbal intelligence). This 
analysis assumed that the pupil was the experimental unit. 
Since each teacher was assigned a control class, a 
laboratory class, and a laboratory-cassette class, the teacher 
effect was not treated as a variable. 
The main effects in the analysis of covariance design 
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were; teaching method (treatment), sex of pupils, and I. Q. 
level of pupils. 
The criterion variables were the post-treatment measures 
of attitude toward mathematics, geometry achievement, and non­
verbal intelligence. 
The basic model including the effects and sources of 
variability isolated in the experiment was : 
% i j k l  =  y  +  +  S j  +  Y k  +  ( a B ) i j  +  +  
( a 0 Y ) i j k  +  A ( X i j k i  ^  )  ® i j k l  
where 
= criterion score on post-test 
y = overall grand mean 
aj_ = treatment effect 
i = 1 for control 
i = 2 for laboratory 
i = 3 for laboratory-cassette 
3 • = effect for sex of pupil 
j = 1 for male 
j = 2 for female 
Y], = effect for I. Q. level 
k = 1 for high I. Q. level 
k = 2 for middle I. Q. level 
k = 3 for low I. Q. level 
= 1^^ order interaction of i'^^ treatment 
with sex of pupils 
(aY)ik = 1^^ order interaction of i'^h treatment 
with kth I. Q, level 
(agyjiik ~ order interaction of i'^^ treatment 
and jth sex of pupils and k'th i. q. level 
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A(Xijj^l - X....) = covariate effect 
1 = 1,2, . . . = individual observa­
tion 
-i jkl = random error 
A second statistical model defined the class as the 
experimental unit. Class means were used for the nine 
observations. 
The statistical model was: 
ïij = ; + =1 + S(Xij - X__) + 
where 
Yj_j = class mean on criterion post-test 
y = overall grand mean 
= treatment effect 
i = 1 for control 
i = 2 for laboratory 
i = 3 for laboratory-cassette 
S(X,-4 - X ) = covariate effect 
X J 
j = 1,2,3,...,9 = observed class mean 
ej = random error-
Analysis of the data was completed using standard regres­
sion analysis procedures at the Iowa State Computation Center. 




The findings of this study were based upon the results 
obtained by testing 232 pupils in nine sixth grade classes at 
Harlan Elementary School, Ames, Iowa. 
To treat the findings in this study, three subdivisions 
were needed: 
1. analysis of the measuring instruments. 
2. analysis of covariance on the criterion variables. 
3. analysis of significant findings. 
The second section above was further subdivided into: 
a. analysis of covariance when the experimental 
unit was the pupil. 
b. analysis of covariance when the experimental 
unit was the class. 
Analysis of the Measuring Instruments 
Table 3 displays the correlation coefficients of the re­
spective measuring instruments. The correlations of the 
instruments of a cognitive nature were generally in the .6 to 
.7 range. The correlation of the attitude instrument with the 
cognitive type measures was approximately .2. 
The correlation of I. Q. test scores with attitude pre­
test was .2375, and the correlation of I. Q. test with atti­
tude post-test was only ,1993. 
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Table 3. Correlation of measuring instruments 
Test 
















,1993 .7384 1.0000 
5088 .2200 .1958 1.0000 
.6150 .2203 .2490 .7269 1.0000 
,9440 .2578 .1890 .4612 .5751 1.0000 
.6158 .2069 .1839 .5019 .6155 .6810 1.0000 
^Raw score. 
The summary in Table 4 indicates that the control sec­
tions and the experimental sections were quite similar on 
I. Q. scores. 
The mean I. Q. for the sample was 111.0 2 with a standard 
deviation of 10.61. This compares with an expected mean of 
100 and expected standard deviation of 15. 
The three laboratory sections had a mean I. Q. of 110.41, 
even though the three sections which made up this treatment 
had a range of 105.80 to 115.42. 
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Table 4. Summary of Lorge-Thorndike non-verbal I. Q. pre­
test^ by class section 
Classification Mean St. deviation 
Control sections 
Section 2 111.11 13.64 
Section 4 111.22 9.13 
Section 8 112.74 9.84 
Mean for control 111.69 
Laboratory sections 
Section 3 110.21 8.35 
Section 6 105.80 10.01 
Section 9 115.42 9.52 
Mean for laboratory 110.41 
Laboratory-cassette sections 
Section 1 112.15 10.35 
Section 5 110.83 12.76 
Section 7 109.67 9.87 
Mean for laboratory-cassette 110.88 
Grand mean^ 111.02 
^Seventy-nine items on the test. 
^Reliability of the test = .85. 
The I. Q. score was used to stratify the sample into 
three sub-samples for the purpose of analyzing interaction 
effects in the analysis of covariance. 
The summary in Table 5 shows attitude gains for all sec­
tions except section 7. In this section, the attitude score 
for the post-test was 1.70 units less than the pre-test score. 
This loss is not significant, but the lower post-test scors 
indicates that the laboratory-cassette treatment was not 
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Table 5. Summary of attitude scores for pre-test^ and post-
test 
Mean St. deviation 
pre- post- pre- post 
Classification test test test test 
Control sections 
Section 2 169 .33 172.81 26 .26 22.80 
Section 4 176 .37 176.78 21 .31 24.67 
Section 8 174 .74 179.19 21 .62 17.89 
Mean for control 173 .48 176.26 
Laboratory sections 
Section 3 165 .25 170.42 24 .96 22.16 
Section 6 177 .84 184.76 20 .92 18.60 
Section 9 185 .67 187.04 13 .90 18.59 
Mean for 
laboratory 176 .27 180.79 
Laboratory-cassette 
sections 
Section 1 179 .74 180.96 19, .98 21.94 
Section 5 166 .79 171.00 25. 40 27.27 
Section 7 177 .70 176.00 23 .92 27.60 
Mean for labora­
tory-cassette 175, .05 176.18 
Grand mean^ 174. 89 177.66 
^Sixty items on the test. 
^Reliability of the test = .94. 
effective in creating a more positive attitude toward mathe­
matics in this section. 
The reliability for the attitude test was calculated 
using the Spearman-Brown formula (50, p. 193). 
In the summary for the geometry achievement test. Table 
6, the average item difficulty was .51. This indicates that 
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approximately 51% of the pupils selected an incorrect response 
on an average question. The post-test item difficulty was .39 
which indicates that approximately 39% of the students 
selected an incorrect response on an average question. In 
general, multiple choice items should have a difficulty index 
in the range .4 to .6. 
Table 6. Summary of geometry pre-test^ and post-test by 
sections 
Mean St. deviation 
pre­ post- pre­ post-
Classification test test test test 
Control sections 
Section 2 11.70 15.33 4.20 4.78 
Section 4 12.64 15.85 3.98 4.29 
Section 8 12.32 16.22 3.76 3.47 
Mean for control 12.25 15.80 
Laboratory sections 
Section 3 12.50 16.00 4.06 4.16 
Section 6 11.88 13.40 3.88 5.11 
Section 9 12.92 15.83 2.89 3.77 
Mean for 
laboratory 12.47 15.05 
Laboratory-cassette 
sections 
Section 1 12.85 15.30 2.93 3.93 
Section 5 13.00 14.79 4.25 5.30 
Section 7 11.15 14.56 4.51 5.21 
Mean for labora-
tory-cassette 12.31 14.88 
Grand mean^ 12.34 15.26 
^Twenty-five items on the test with average item diffi-
culty of: pre-test, .51 .; post-test, .39. 
^Reliability (r): pre-test, r = .68; post-test, r = .77. 
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Table 7. Summary of Lorge-Thorndike pre-test^ and post-test 
Mean St. deviation 
pre- post- pre- post-
Classification test test test test 
Control sections 
Section 2 63.81 67.19 9.18 7.91 
Section 4 64.81 67.74 5.76 5.95 
Section 8 65.52 65.26 7.32 6.40 
Mean for control 64.72 66.73 
Laboratory sections 
Section 3 64.17 67.21 5.87 7.14 
Section 6 60.36 63.52 9.34 10.04 
Section 9 67.63 68.00 5.05 5.12 
Mean for 
laboratory 64.00 66.21 
Laboratory-cassette 
sections 
Section 1 65-37 69.15 7.40 4.90 
Section 5 63.38 65.58 9.26 11.72 
Section 7 63.93 67.78 6.68 6.13 
Mean for labora-
tory-cassette 64.26 67.58 
Grand mean^ 64.34 66.85 
^Seventy-nine items on test with average item difficulty 
of: pre-test/ .19; post-test, .16. 
^Reliability (r); pre-test, r = .74; post-test, r - .70. 
Table 7 displays a summary for the Lorge-Thorndike 
Intelligence Test scores. Raw score, rather than I. Q. ^ core, 
was used as a covariate because age of student was not treated 
as a variable in the study. 
The item difficulty on the pre-test was .19 and on the 
post-test was .16. This means that only 19% and 16% 
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respectively missed an average item on these two tests. 
Form A of the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test was used 
in the pre-test, and Form B was used as a post-test. 
Analysis of Covariance 
The basic statistical design used in this study treated 
the pupil as the experimental unit (n = 232) . This design 
enabled the researcher to examine three main effects, first 
order, and second order interactions. 
The main effects were method of class presentation 
(treatments), sex of pupils, and I. Q. level of pupils. 
First order interaction effects between treatments and 
sex of pupils, treatments and I. Q. level of pupils were 
studied. The second order interaction between treatments, sex 
of pupils, and I. Q. level was also studied. 
Post-test scores on the attitude toward mathematics test, 
achievement in geometry test, and non-verbal intelligence test 
were treated as criterion variables. 
The pre-test scores for the criterion variables were used 
as covariates-
A second set of three tables present the analysis of co-
variance where the class is treated as the experimental unit 
(n = 9) . 
Table 8 displays data on attitude toward mathematics. 
Null hypotheses 1, 2, 3, and 4 from Chapter one were tested 
using data from this table. At the .05 level of significance 
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Table 8. Analysis of covariance; post-test attitude score is 
the criterion variable (n = 232)& 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean 
variation freedom squares square F-value 
TREATMENTS 2 125.2658 62.6329 <1 
SEX 1 6.5253 6.5253 <1 
IQ LEVEL 2 1030 .7589 515.3794 2.20 
TBTS X SEX 2 343.5088 171.7544 <1 
TRTS X IQ 4 1686.1639 421.5410 1.80 
TRTS X SEX X IQ 4 2477.5351 619.3838 2.65* 
COVARIATE 1 63469.1788 63469.1788 271.17** 
ERROR 215 50321.1852 234.0520 
tabular ^ 200 at the .05 level is 2.49. Tabular 
^2, 200 at: the .05 level is 3.03. 
only null hypothesis 4 was rejected. Null hypothesis 4 states: 
There will be no significant difference in pupil attitude 
toward mathematics due to the second order interaction of 
treatments, sex of pupils, and I. Q. level of pupils, when 
initial differences between pupils have been adjusted with 
respect to attitude toward mathematics. 
This finding will be discussed in more detail later in 
this chapter. 
The "F" value for the covariate is very large (271.17). 
Good covariates should account for a significant amount of 
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variation. However, the search for significant "F" values is 
hampered when such a large percent of the variation is 
accounted for by the covariate. 
Table 9 displays data on attitude when the class was 
treated as the experimental unit. The treatment effect was 
not significant at the .05 level (see null hypothesis 13). 
Table 9. Analysis of covariance: post-test attitude score is 
the criterion variable (n = 9)& 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean 
variation freedom squares square F-value 
TREATMENTS 2 18.1900 9.0950 1.54 
ERROR 5 29.6022 5.9204 
^Tabular F2 5 at the .05 level is 5.79. 
Analysis of covariance for achievement in geometry is 
presented in Table 10. 
The main effect due to I. Q. level of pupils was signifi­
cant at the .05 level. This finding will be discussed later 
in this chapter. All of the null hypotheses for the criterion 
variable of geometry achievement were found to be tenable. As 
was the case with the attitude covariate, the geometry co­
variate (F = 154.38) removes a large amount of variation. 
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Table 10. Analysis of covariance: post-test geometry 
achievement is the criterion variable (n = 232)& 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean 
variation freedom squares square F-value 
TREATMENTS 2 2.1027 1.0514 <1 
SEX 1 1.2336 1.2336 <1 
IQ LEVEL 2 52.5662 26.2831 3.20* 
TRTS X SEX 2 19.6998 9.8499 1.20 
TRTS X IQ 4 9.5133 2.3783 <1 
TRTS X SEX X IQ 4 70.4691 17.6173 2.15 
COVARIATE 1 1260.6434 1260.6434 154.38** 
ERROR 215 1763.7442 8.2035 
^Tabular F4, 200 at the .05 level is 2.49. Tabular 
^2, 200 the .05 level is 3.03. 
Achievement in geometry was again treated as the crite­
rion variable in the analysis of covariance in Table 11. In 
this case, the class was the experimental unit and the 
Table 11. Analysis of covariance; post-test geometry 
achievement is the criterion variable (n = 9)& 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean 
variation freedom squares square F-value 
TREATMENTS 2 1.577 .789 .826 
ERROR 5 4.773 .955 
^Tabular F2^ 5 at the .05 level is 5.79. 
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treatment effects were not significant at the .05 level. 
In the case where non-verbal intelligence test score is 
considered as the criterion variable, none of the sources of 
variation were significant at the .05 level. Table 12 dis­
plays the covariance analysis. For this summary the experi­
mental unit was the pupil. 
Table 12. Analysis of covariance; Lorge-Thorndike post-test 
score is the criterion variable (n = 232)& 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean 
variation freedom squares square F-value 
TREATMENTS 2 31.4066 15.7033 <1 
SEX 1 47.3962 47.3962 1.62 
IQ LEVEL 2 51.9043 25.9526 <1 
TRTS X SEX 2 16.6121 8.3060 <1 
TRTS X IQ 4 39.2863 9.8216 <1 
TRTS X SEX X IQ 4 98.7456 24.6864 <1 
COVARIATE 1 1602.9492 1602.9492 54.90** 
ERROR 215 6277.7003 29.1986 
^Tabular 215 the .05 level is 153.89. 
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In Table 13, the criterion variable for the analysis was 
non-verbal intelligence test scores. The treatment effect was 
not significant at the .05 level. For this summary, the 
experimental unit was the class. 
Table 13. Analysis of covariance: Lorge-Thorndike post-test 
score is the criterion variable (n = 9)^ 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean 
variation freedom squares square F-value 
TREATMENTS 2 3.949 1.974 .532 
ERROR 5 18.562 3.712 
^Tabular F2 5 at the .05 level is 5.79. 
Table 14 displays a summary of "F" values associated with 
main effects and interaction effects when the experimental 
unit was the pupil. This is a compilation of data from Table 
8, Table 10, and Table 12. 
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Table 14. Summary of the analysis of covariance "F" values 
on attitudes, geometry achievement, and Lorge-
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TRTS X SEX .734 
TRTS X IQ LEVEL 1.800 







&The 3.200 above compares with a tabular F2 215 '05 
level of 3.04. 
The 2.650 above compares with a tabular F4 215 .05 
level of 2.42. ' 
In Table 15, the results from Table 9, Table 11, and 
Table 13 are summarized. This table displays only the treat­
ment effects where the experimental unit was defined to be the 
class. 
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Table 15- Summary of the analysis of covariance "F" values 
on attitudes, geometry achievement, and Lorge-
Thorndike general intelligence for n = 9& 
F-value for 
Classification treatment effect 
Attitudes 1.54 
Geometry achievement .83 
Lorge-Thorndike general .53 
intelligence 
^Tabular F2^ 5 at the .05 level is 5.79. 
The pre-test means and adjusted post-test means for atti­
tude toward mathematics, geometry achievement, and non-verbal 
intelligence test scores are presented in Table 16. 
The adjusted post-test mean for attitude toward mathe­
matics was highest for the laboratory method. This indicates 
a tendency for the laboratory method to be more effective. 
For geometry achievement the adjusted post-test mean for 
the control treatment is the highest. This indicates a tend­
ency for the control treatment in this study to be the most 
effective way to teach geometry. 
For the Lorge-Thorndike Non-Verbal intelligence variable, 
the laboratory-cassette method had the highest post-test 
adjusted mean. This indicates a tendency for the laboratory-
cassette method to be most effective when non-verbal 
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intelligence is measured. 
These observations point out trends. No conclusive state­
ments can be made because the findings were not significant at 
the .05 level. 
Table 16. Pre-test and adjusted post-test attitude means, 
geometry means, and Lorge-Thorndike means 
Adjusted 
Pre-test post-test 
Classification means means 
Attitude 
Control 173.48 177.37 
Laboratory 176.27 179.71 
Laboratory-cassette 175.05 176.0 5 
Geometry 
Control 12.25 15.82 
Laboratory 12.47 15.02 
Laboratory-cassette 12.31 14.89 
Lorge-Thorndike 
Control 64.72 66.72 
Laboratory 64.00 66.22 
Laboratorv-cassette 64.26 67.58 
Analysis of Significant Findings 
The significant second order interaction in Table 8 re­
quires further analysis. 
The multiple "r2" for the full regression model accounted 
for 58.55% of the total variance. When the second order 
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interaction was deleted from the regression model, 56.51% of 
the variation was accounted for. This resulted in a propor­
tion of variance due to the second order interaction of only 
2.04%. 
Table 17 displays pre-test and post-test means for atti­
tude toward mathematics when the sample was stratified by 
treatment group and I. Q. level. 
Mean differences from pre-test to post-test in the con­
trol group was +6.61 for pupils in the low I. Q. level. This 
compares to +1.73 and 1.53 for the other two treatments. 
The laboratory treatment mean differences were +6.9 6 for 
the middle I. Q. groups and +6.66 for the low I. Q. groups. 
The mean difference for the high I. Q. pupils in the 
Table 17. Analysis of attitude scores by treatment and I. Q. 
levels 
Classification Pre-test Post-test Difference 
Control 
High I. Q. 180.28 182.01 +1.73 
Middle I, Q. 172.38 173.92 +1.54 
Low I. Q. 165.19 171.80 +6.61 
Laboratory 
High I. Q. 183.67 185.25 +1.58 
Middle I- Q. 174.97 181.93 +6 .96 
Low I. Q. 171.15 177.81 +6 .66 
Laboratory-cassette 
High I. Q. 180.56 179.09 -1.47 
Middle I. Q. 173.96 177.20 + 3.24 
Low I. Q. 169.73 170.09 +0 .36 
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laboratory method was only +1.58. 
In the laboratory-cassette treatment the middle I. Q. 
group means showed a difference of +3.24, and the low I. Q. 
group means showed a difference of only +0.36. In the high 
I. Q. level, the group means had a difference of -1.47. 
A further breakdown of attitude scores is given in Table 
18. This display gives treatment by sex of pupil by I. Q. 
Table 18. Analysis of attitude scores by treatments, sex, and 
I. Q. level 













































































level data for pre-test and post-test means. As stated before, 
the laboratory method of instruction tends to have the most 
positive effect on pupils' attitudes. Only in the case of the 
high I. Q. level females was the post-test score less than the 
pre-test score. 
In Table 10, the main effect of I. Q. level for geometry 
achievement was significant at the .05 level. 
The multiple "r2" for the full regression model dealing 
with geometry achievement was 62.07%. This means that 62.07% 
of all the variation was accounted for by the regression equa­
tion. When variables for the I. Q. level were deleted from 
the regression equation, 55.94% of the variation was accounted 
for. The difference, 6.13%, is a measure of the amount of 
variation which can be accounted for by the I. Q. level of the 
pupils. 
The results in Table 19 give the pre-test and post-test 
group means by treatment and I. Q. level of pupils. These 
findings show the group means for geometry achievement to be 
directly related to the I. Q. level of the groups. The high 
I. Q. level groups had highest mean scores. The middle I. Q. 
level had next highest mean scores, and the low I. Q. group 
had the lowest mean scores in geometry achievement. This is 
precisely what would be expected to happen for the I. Q. level 
main effect. 
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Table 19. Summary of geometry achievement means for treat­
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In summary, only null hypothesis 4 was rejected at the 
.05 level. 
Null Hypothesis 4: There will be no significant differ­
ence in pupil attitude toward mathematics due to the second 
order interaction of treatments, sex of pupils, and I. Q. 
level of pupils, when initial differences between pupils have 
been adjusted with respect to attitude toward mathematics. 
The relatively small "F" value (F = 2.65), the small "R^" 
value associated with the second order interaction (R^ = 2.04), 
and the fact that the pupil was defined as the experimental 
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unit make it imperative to treat this finding as nonconclu-
sive. Plots of the data showed no well defined interaction 
pattern. 
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
The problem of this investigation was to determine if the 
use of laboratory materials in teaching geometry to sixth 
grade pupils at Harlan Elementary School could be established 
to be significantly more effective than a more traditional 
method of instruction. Analysis of covariance was used to 
analyze the data. The criterion variables were post-test 
scores on tests which measured attitude toward mathematics, 
geometry achievement, and general non-verbal intelligence. 
The covariates used were the pre-test scores for the above 
criterion variables. 
Three treatments were randomly assigned to nine sixth 
grade classes. The treatments were; 
1. a laboratory treatment which used laboratory units. 
2. a laboratory-cassette treatment which used the labora­
tory units, cassette players, and cassette tapes. 
3. a control treatment which used teacher and textbook. 
Fifteen null hypotheses were tested. The first twelve 
null hypotheses were tested under the assumption that the 
experimental unit was the pupil. The remaining three null 
hypotheses were tested under the assumption that the experi­
mental unit was the class. 
Treatment, sex of pupil, and I. Q. level of pupil were 
selected to be main effects in an analysis of covariance 
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design. First order interactions between treatments and sex 
of pupils, treatments and I. Q- level of pupils were tested. 
Also, the second order interaction of treatments, sex of 
pupils, and I. Q. level of pupils was tested. 
Null hypotheses were stated for the treatment main effect, 
first and second order interactions. The four null hypotheses 
for the criterion variable dealing with attitude toward mathe­
matics were: there will be no significant difference in pupil 
attitude toward mathematics due to treatments; there will be 
no significant difference in pupil attitude toward mathematics 
due to the interaction of treatments and sex of pupils; there 
will be no significant difference in pupil attitude toward 
mathematics due to the interaction of treatments and I. Q. 
level of pupils; there will be no significant difference in 
pupil attitude toward mathematics due to the interaction of 
treatments, sex of pupils, and I. Q. level of pupils. 
A second set of four null hypotheses was tested using 
post-test geometry achievement of pupils as the criterion 
variable, and pre-test geometry achievement as the covariate. 
A third set of four null hypotheses were tested using non­
verbal intelligence post-test scores of pupils as the crite­
rion variable, and pre-test scores as the covariate. 
Eleven of the above null hypotheses were found to be 
tenable. Only in the case of the null hypothesis dealing with 
attitude toward mathematics due to the second order 
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interaction was the null hypothesis rejected at the .05 level 
of significance. 
The relatively small "F" value (2.65) and small multiple 
(2.04) were interpreted by this researcher as too small 
to offer any conclusive evidence regarding the null hypothesis. 
There was a trend for those students in the middle and 
low I. Q. levels to have a more positive attitude toward 
mathematics when the experimental treatments were used. 
A second set of null hypotheses was tested with the 
experimental unit defined to be the class. These hypotheses 
were; there will be no significant difference in attitude 
toward mathematics due to treatments; there will be no signifi­
cant difference in geometry achievement due to treatments; 
there will be no significant difference in non-verbal intelli­
gence due to treatments. These three hypotheses were found to 
be tenable. 
Implications 
The observations contained in this section are the result 
of discussions with teachers in this study and judgments of 
the writer. Daily, informal conferences provided an opportu­
nity to compare experiences and discuss the effectiveness of 
trie respective treatments. 
Some of these informal observations are supported by data 
trends, but not at the .05 level of significance. 
The following observations seem pertinent: 
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Using the laboratory method described in this study, the 
usual procedure was to have pupils perform experiments and 
collect data. On the basis of these observations, pupils were 
expected to summarize their findings. This summarization took 
the form of stating a rule, or predicting what will happen in 
the next case, or stating some relationship between two 
different situations. 
The above experiences were valuable ones. The pupils in 
this study were able to complete laboratory units and as a 
result were able to make judgments regarding geometric con­
cepts. These judgments made the pupil an active participant 
in the process of discovering relationships which were new to 
the pupil. 
In the control sections, the textbook and teacher pro­
vided most of the information, stated the rules, and generally 
relegated the pupil to the role of a "spectator." The pupil 
was not involved in processing information, but was held 
responsible for the facts which resolve from the textbook and 
from the teacher's presentation. 
The accumulation of a set of facts is not categorically 
bad. Certain basic information is needed in order to be able 
to solve problems. The issue, however, is that pupils will 
find it very difficult to solve any new or different problems 
unless they have the opportunity to learn to process 
information. 
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Teachers compared the daily written assignments of con­
trol and experimental sections. They could not discern any 
appreciable differences in quality of the performance between 
the treatment groups. The geometry achievement in the experi­
mental sections did not differ significantly (.05 level) from 
the geometry achievement in the control sections. 
Teachers did report that most of the pupils in the experi­
mental sections seemed to enjoy the challenge of the discovery 
lessons. 
An additional problem associated with teaching methods 
which focus on facts and "products" is that educators have no 
reliable way of knowing which facts and skills will be con­
sidered as necessary when the pupil leaves the school setting. 
In some instances, facts which were dilligently mastered by 
millions of school children were found to be untrue by the 
time the children reached adulthood. The laboratory method of 
instruction used in this study provided pupils with opportu­
nities to process information. Pupils were actively involved 
in collecting and analyzing data. The teachers were of the 
opinion that pupils in the laboratory sections exhibited 
problem solving skills which were not present in the control 
sections. Pupils were willing to make an "educated guess," 
they were willing to try a feasible solution and observe the 
results. This experience is a necessary prerequisite to 
improving problem solving ability. 
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The similarity of the laboratory work in mathematics to 
that of the science laboratory, or to the operation of a 
business, or to the buying of an automobile should provide for 
more transfer of learning than the traditional classroom 
procedure. No attempt was made to measure transfer of learn­
ing, but the above is a plausible conjecture. 
The observed attitude of both teachers and students 
toward the experimental classes was quite positive. During 
the first two days, teachers reported five instances in which 
students exhibited negative feelings toward the laboratory 
units. It was of interest to this writer to find that in all 
of the above cases, the negative feelings came from students 
who were judged by their teachers to be above average in 
mathematics ability. 
It was not surprising that a few above average pupils 
resisted a change in teaching methods. Those pupils had 
experienced success using the teacher-textbook format of 
instruction. Why should they change? 
Usually the more able students were also more verbal. 
Teaching methods which involved lectures, discussions, and 
teacher demonstrations appear to be more appropriate for 
pupils of higher verbal ability. 
There was evidence in this study to indicate that pupils 
in the high I. Q. group responded less favorably to the 
laboratory method than did the middle and low I. Q. groups 
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(see Table 17). Pupils with high I. Q. can comprehend 
abstract concepts and manipulate symbols. The need for con­
crete, manipulative materials is not as great. Requiring 
these pupils to use laboratory units may retard their learning 
rate. 
By contrast, the child with lower intelligence needs to 
"see" things happen whenever possible. He cannot comprehend 
as much from a verbal presentation. Concrete examples are 
needed, and these examples are most valuable if he is an 
active participant in generating the data using an activity 
format. The laboratory method provided a learning experience 
for pupils who have not mastered the use of abstractions. 
Regardless of the verbal ability, those pupils who wait 
for the teacher to hand out knowledge become dependent 
learners. The laboratory method enabled pupils to become 
participants in the learning process. In this way they had 
a better chance of becoming independent learners. 
Typically, the daily, informal evaluation by the teacher 
reported events in the experimental classes which made it 
appear that pupils of average and below average ability in 
mathematics reacted quite positively to the experimental units. 
Teachers also reported that boys in the experimental 
sections seemed more enthusiastic about the laboratory units 
than were the girls. This observation seems reasonable. 
Sixth grade boys are usually more receptive to a lesson which 
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requires that they do something of a physical nature. Males 
tend to perceive themselves as superior to females when 
mechanical skills are involved. The laboratory units made use 
of concrete, manipulative materials. Attitude test scores 
(see Table 18) for males support this observation. 
Generally, it was not necessary for the pupil to recall 
alot of prior learned facts in order to successfully complete 
a laboratory lesson. The units were designed so that most of 
the information needed to complete the lesson was developed 
within the laboratory unit. This made it possible for pupils 
to achieve success on a particular unit, even though they may 
not have acquired certain prerequisite learnings which would 
normally be needed in sixth grade mathematics. For example, 
pupils with low ability in arithmetic computation made some 
attractive geometric constructions. One specific example 
reported by a teacher dealt with a boy who had been having a 
variety of problems. He was not good in arithmetic, and to 
compound matters, he was a discipline problem and was held in 
low esteem by his classmates. However, he was the first 
member in the class to understand the procedure used to make 
curve stitchings (see Appendix A, page 106). Most other class 
members had difficulty with the manipulation of the physical 
materials in that particular laboratory lesson. This labora­
tory unit provided an opportunity for him to be the "expert" 
and give instruction to the other pupils. This single 
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experience had a positive effect on his class attitude as well 
as improving his relationships with his peers. 
Instances such as the above were reported on five occa­
sions. While the number of such reportings was small, experi­
ences which significantly alter one person's behavior may have 
a positive effect on the entire class. This is especially 
true if the behavior change occurs in a pupil who has been an 
acute problem for the teacher. 
A majority of the laboratory units used in this study 
were "open-ended." For example, the unit on stellar polygons 
outlined the introductory stages in constructing the geometric 
shape (see Appendix A, page 104). The pupil was provided with 
an example, but was encouraged to construct shapes of his own. 
These sixth grade pupils constructed stellar polygons which 
were original shapes to them and to the writer. As a second 
example, some of the questions regarding perimeter and area in 
the construction of snowflakes (see Appendix A, page 153) are 
difficult for even the most able pupil. In fact, there are 
questions associated with this unit which may not have 
solutions. 
The first example provided all pupils with a chance to be 
creative and different, and yet it was not necessary that the 
pupil be good in mathematics. The second example provided a 
situation which challenged the most intelligent pupils in the 
class. 
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The laboratory method of teaching provided a setting in 
which pupils were taught individually. All pupils in the 
experimental sections worked on the laboratory units. Some 
worked alone, others worked in teams. Pupils working alone 
completed the assignment at their own pace. The individuali­
zation in this case allowed the more able pupil to complete 
the assigned task in less time. 
The laboratory method provided pupils with enrichment 
experiences. Laboratory units ranged in difficulty from easy 
to hard. Pupils who completed the easier units in less time 
were provided with opportunities to explore the more subtle 
and more difficult ideas associated with the unit. In addi­
tion, the optional laboratory units provided enrichment 
learning. 
The laboratory units served as individual learning 
packages. Typically, low ability pupils are frustrated 
because just as they first begin to understand a given con­
cept, the class moves to a new topic. This problem was 
alleviated with the laboratory format. Teachers reported that 
low ability pupils spent the extra time which was necessary 
for them to understand the content of the laboratory unit. 
This was done during study time, before and after school. 
The laboratory lessons, like any other lessons, required 
careful planning to be successful. However, laboratory 
lessons were more difficult to prepare than textbook lessons. 
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There were several reasons for this. First, the lessons re­
quired the use of manipulative materials which were not 
present in the classroom. Advanced planning was needed in 
order that the writer and the teacher had time to collect, or 
have pupils collect, the needed materials. Second, the 
lessons were developed independent of the textbook. For this 
study there was very little available from commercial sources 
and the mathematics classrooms used in the study had little, 
if any, laboratory materials. The result, then, is that the 
teachers and the writer prepared all of the laboratory units. 
Journals and textbooks provided guidance and suggestions, but 
no more. Third, the classroom in the study had a more per­
missive atmosphere. As the pupils first opened the laboratory 
unit, there was time for "free play" and nonproductive explora­
tion. In addition, some of the laboratory units were game 
type experiences and resulted in more noise and exuberance on 
the part of some students. This meant that the teachers 
expected more activity, noise, and movement on the part of the 
pupils. 
Whenever a pupil finished the assigned laboratory unit in 
an experimental section he would go pick out an optional 
laboratory unit, or play a mathematical type game, or wonder 
about the room and look at what other pupils were doing. In 
those classes which used cassette tapes and players, the stu­
dents who had finished their assigned unit could not only see 
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what other students were doing, but they could listen to the 
cassette player and hear directions and questions associated 
with the unit. 
The teachers felt that those pupils who choose to wonder 
about the classroom and observe other pupils at work were 
putting their time to profitable use. Pupils knew which 
laboratory units were assigned for the next two or three days, 
and it was possible for them to locate those laboratory units 
and observe how other pupils were working on the unit. 
The situation described above could help some students by 
the fact that they get an introduction, prior to the time that 
they are assigned the unit. 
There could also be detrimental side effects. If pupils 
watch other pupils work with inductive sequences, some of the 
benefits of a laboratory experience may be removed. One in­
tent of a laboratory type experience is to make the pupil a 
"participant" rather than a "spectator." An important contri­
bution of an inductive sequence is to make it possible for 
pupils to generalize rules from personal observations. If 
pupils observe other students discover rules prior to their 
exposure to the same laboratory unit, some important benefits 
may be lost. 
The use of cassette tapes and players had very brief, 
early, motivational effects. The results of the study tend to 
show that the laboratory-cassette groups generally had less 
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favorable adjusted post-test means in attitude toward mathe­
matics and geometry achievement. It may be more efficient to 
provide cassette tapes and players on an optional basis rather 
than making the use of such media part of each laboratory 
experience. 
The laboratory method used in this study provided little 
opportunity for pupils to do drill and practice. The labora­
tory units were developmental in nature. The intent was to 
provide the pupil with activity experiences which would enable 
him to generalize rules and formulas. No provision was made 
for drill to reinforce the generalization. Normally, teachers 
would provide review experiences and drill routines after the 
development of an idea. Because teacher guidance and lecture 
was minimized in the case of the experimental classes, the 
reinforcement of initial learning seemed to be lacking. 
In the judgment of this researcher, too much time was 
spent gathering data. The total pre-test required that the 
pupils work on five separate answer sheets. The tests took 
approximately two hours to administer. This was done over a 
two day period. Pupils seemed to resent the number of tests 
they were asked to take. Shorter tests, with more difficult 
items might be a better format for elementary pupils. 
In conclusion, even though the findings were not signifi­
cant at the .05 level, the teachers and the writer share the 
opinion that the experimental sections displayed a more 
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positive attitude toward mathematics than those pupils in the 
control sections. In addition, the laboratory method was 
judged: to provide more opportunities for individualizing 
instruction; to provide more opportunities for enrichment; to 
provide more opportunities for the pupil to discover relation­
ships and process information; and to be more effective with 
pupils in the middle and low I. Q. levels. If the above 
judgments are valid, iu luust be concluded that the measuring 
instruments used in the study were not sensitive enough or not 
appropriate to measure the observations discussed in this 
section. 
Limitations 
This study was limited to 232 sixth grade students at 
Harlan Elementary School in Ames, Iowa. 
The experimental methods were limited to mathematics. It 
would not be proper to apply these findings to any other con­
tent field, nor would it be proper to generalize these find­
ings to other grade „evels. 
The classrooms used in the study were not designed for a 
laboratory approach to teaching. The rooms were rather 
crowded and table space was at a minimum. In one classroom 
there were no tables available for student use. The labora­
tory units had to be set upon a cluster of three or four pupil 
desks which were pushed together to form a larger surface. 
The post-tests were given on days when the local high 
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school team was playing in the state basketball tournament. 
Several of the pupils in the study seemed rather upset bccause 
they were not excused from school to attend the game. 
The geometry achievement test contained twelve items from 
a test battery produced by the publishers of the textbook used 
in the control class. There were no items on the test which 
were written by this researcher. The geometry achievement 
test contained no items which were designed to measure any 
content unique to the laboratory units. If the geometry 
achievement test was biased, it seems reasonable to conclude 
that it was biased in favor of the control groups. 
Standard I.B.M. type answer sheets were used to collect 
all data. The answer sheet used for the attitude scale had a 
bigger space between responses 4 and 5 than between any other 
two successive responses. This spacing may have caused pupils 
to avoid response 5 because it was not in the same pattern as 
responses 0 through 4. 
A second problem with answer sheets occurred because stu­
dents had to fill out three answer sheets, one for each part, 
in taking the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test. Each part of 
the test took nine minutes and it took that long to collect 
answer sheets, distribute another set, and complete all the 
information prior to beginning another part of the test. It 
would have been better to purchase the answer sheets prepared 
by the test publishers. 
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The teacher variable was not present in the statistical 
analysis. Since each teacher taught one class using each 
treatment, the teacher variable was not analyzed. It was 
assumed to be insignificant. 
This researcher attempted to minimize the "Hawthorne 
effect" by having teachers inform both control and experimen­
tal classes that they were a part of the study. 
Conclusions 
As stated previously, the problem of this study was to 
answer five questions and test fifteen null hypotheses. The 
first question was: Can laboratory units be developed which 
teach the basic geometry content in a sixth grade mathematics 
program? The textbook used in the control classes focused 
primarily on metric geometry. The laboratory format can be 
used to teach concepts dealing with measure of length, area, 
and volume. Students taught by the laboratory method did as 
well on the geometry achievement post-test as those students 
who had the teacher-textbook method in the control classes. 
The second question was : Can a laboratory method work 
effectively and efficiently in a sixth grade classroom? 
Teachers reported that students in the experimental classes 
adjusted quite well to the new method. By the second or third 
day students were able to get the assigned shoe box, locate a 
cassette player and the appropriate tape, and begin their 
investigations. There were no instances of materials being 
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lost or destroyed. One of the cassette players malfunctioned 
and was replaced. 
The third question was: Can teachers effectively use a 
laboratory method without the benefit of specific, formal 
preservice or inservice training? The teachers adjusted very 
quickly to the laboratory method. The teachers suggested 
improvements in the laboratory units, and all three teachers 
plan to use some of the units in subsequent years. After the 
termination of the study, the teachers used the laboratory 
units in the control classes. The teachers in this study had 
no difficulty adjusting to a laboratory method of teaching. 
The fourth question was: Can pupils effectively make the 
transition to an activity type mathematics curriculum using 
laboratory units? The pupils adjusted quite well to the new 
format. Some early complaints came from a few of the more 
able students. They could not see why they had to "do it this 
way." These complaints were not heard after the third or 
fourth day. In general the students adjusted quite well to 
the experimental method. 
The fifth question was: Can pupils effectively use 
cassette tapes and cassette players to obtain directions and 
information to complete laboratory units? The pupils in the 
laboratory-cassette groups had little or no difficulty in 
operating the cassette players. There were no serious prob­
lems with malfunction, and no materials were lost or damaged. 
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The fifteen null hypotheses were related to three crite­
rion variables (attitude toward mathematics, geometry achieve­
ment, and non-verbal intelligence), and the effects of teach­
ing method. In addition, the interactions of teaching method, 
sex of pupil, and I. Q. level of pupil were of interest. 
On the basis of the findings in this investigation, the 
following conclusions seem reasonable: 
1. Pupils in the experimental classes did as well on 
the geometry achievement tests as pupils in classes 
which used the teacher-textbook method. 
2. The laboratory methods used in this study did not 
significantly affect pupils' attitudes toward mathe­
matics. However, there appears to be a trend for the 
laboratory method to be more effective with pupils in 
the middle and low I. Q. levels. 
3. Laboratory methods of teaching sixth grade mathe­
matics can be used by teachers without prior in-
service or preservice training. 
4. Classrooms can be modified to accommodate a labora­
tory method of teaching elementary mathematics. 
Recommendations for Further Research 
This experiment could be replicated to validate the 
findings. However, the writer feels that the following 
changes in the experiment would make the findings more sig­
nificant and of greater research value. 
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Use a laboratory method to teach a full year of 
mathematics in the sixth grade. 
Use a test of critical thinking and a test of 
scientific method as criterion variables. In this 
way a researcher could evaluate the effectiveness of 
the laboratory method as it relates to a pupil's 
ability to think critically and process information. 
Vary the selection of treatments. This could be done 
in a variety of ways. Three examples are : 
a. Use the laboratory method as one treatment and as 
a second treatment have the teacher demonstrate 
the laboratory units. 
b. Use the laboratory method as one treatment and as 
a second treatment use film loops, pictures, 
closed circuit television, and other media to 
demonstrate the activity in each laboratory unit. 
c. Use the laboratory method as one treatment, and 
as a second treatment combine laboratory units 
with a teacher-lecture method. 
Design a longitudinal study of a two or three year 
duration. 
Include a retention test to get additional data on 
the criterion variables. 
Design laboratory studies at different grade levels. 
Is there an optimal age to introduce laboratory work? 
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7. Provide laboratory experiences in more than one 
content field. Team teach science and mathematics 
using a laboratory method. The impact of a labora­
tory method in only one subject may be lost because 
all other subjects use the teacher-textbook method. 
8. Design a study in which the use of laboratory units 
is optional with the pupils or at the suggestion of 
the teacher. In this way, the activity experiences 
with physical materials could be provided whenever 
the pupil or the teacher felt that it could be 
beneficial. 
Above all, ongoing, cooperative efforts of many research­
ers are needed to seek clear answers to the many questions in 
mathematics education. The "one-shot" studies of the doctoral 
student cannot provide the long-term, indepth studies of 
learning and teaching which are sorely needed. 
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Figure 1. Angle measurement 
Pupils will assign numbers to angles using the 
protractors provided. The basic unit is given. The 
pupils must locate an origin, then move the unit to 
measure the interior of the angle. 
ANGLES 
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Tn the large envelope are protractors which you wi.ll use to 
assign atuabers to angles. The number represents the measure of 





U-.--P '.he pre ;r£.ctoxs» to dra ; angles^ whose measure is s 
a'* = -A ÎC = I unit c. * m - 8 units 
ZD DiF - 3 units d) a X5f2 i; 6 units 
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Figure 2. Square puzzle 
This unit requires that the pupils manipulate 
geometric figures. The square puzzle should be an 
enjoyable experience for pupils. If they become too 
frustrated, give them some help. 
SQUARE PU22LÎ 
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The object of this s^hoe fcc-x is to see zf >ini can fit «13. pieces 
of this puzzle into the square 
All pieces must ba" uàed and they should fit exactly The line 
ground each pei =e of the puzz's is the "'up side ' 
Aftez you solve this square puzzle^ you raiviht enjoy trying to sake 
9ose of the following puzzZe -shapes These ccji he aa.de using the 













Figure 3. Stellar polygons 
The basic objective is to demonstrate to the 
pupil that neatness and precision are important. If 
the pupil is neat and uses good quality drawing 
instruments^ his drawing will look nice. Do not let 
the P1P2U P2P3U... notation confuse the students. 
The intent of this unit is to construct stellar poly­
gons , and the notation is of much less importance at 
this time. Start the pupils with the octagon. 
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CONSTRUCTION OF STEZJAR POLYGONS 
V- V 
Two Stellar polygons have already been completed. In the first 
one we have joined the successive points, to to P, etc. 
This is more formally stated as U D P^P% U 
P4F5 ^ ^5^6 'J ^6^7 ^ F7P8 ^ ^8^1 « 
In the second figure we have p'^p^ U PgPg O PgP^ D 
P^P^. Now that we are back to with points left, we continue 
with plp^ U P^Pg U Pg^g 0 F^P^. This completes the second 
stellar polygon. 
In the third figure, continue to omit points. In the first 
case we have joined successive points. In case 2 we omitted one 
point. Continue to case 3 and omit 2 points. For example, draw 
pjpj U P%^ U .... 
In case 4 omit 3 points. 
In case 5 omit 4 points. 
You now have 5 stellar polygons using a circle divided into 8 
congruent parts. You may wish to construct a circle with 16 arcs. 
See how many different stellar polygons you can make. If you wish 
you can inscribe a second stellar polygon inside the original one. 
Color these if you wish. It is also simple to construct a circle 
with 6, 12, and 24 congruent areas. 
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Figure 4. Curve stitching 
A measurement activity. Students should be 
encouraged to be precise, and above all show some 
imagination in making new designs. Pupils should 
make three or four designs. 
CURIAE STITCHING 
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You will need a large needle, some thin colored wool or string, 
and some pieces of cardboard. Draw two lines which intersect to 
form an angle as shown below. Mark off each line in h inch units. 
Pimcn holes^with your needle at these marks. Number the marks as 
shown. With your needle and wool, come up 
through la, go down through lb. Go up 
through 2b and down through 2a, up 3a, down 
3b, etc. The long stitches will be on the 
front of the card and the short stitches on 
30 ^  Js à Î the back. 
=4 
\Q xo. 3a 40 %% 
Tr} this again with the right angle. On one 
of the lines, mark off % inch units and on 
the other use %: inch units. Then number and 
stitch as before. 
Start with the square and make this pattern. 
No%: make some curve stitching of your own. 
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Figure 5. Mirror geometry 
Pupils will sketch axes of symmetry for the 
geometric shapes in Set II. Set I is to acquaint 
the pupils with positioning the mirror and cards. 
M-'" 
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Open — ïe envelope containing T.et 1. Take a glass mixror a ne 
a set cf cards. Look at the card with the green dot. Using the 
zicror and the card with the green dot. try to sake a shape rhich 
is exactly like the shape en one of the cards A-ith . red do' _ 
Sor.f-; ere easy; some are r^ot. Set -che mirror on i' e ige on trie 
cccd v./ith the green dot. 
Arrer you have practiced wiizi: Set 1, you will replace these 
;..ards be careful to get thesi back into the original groups). 
Open Set 2. VSinb Set 2, I "-rsnt yea to record all the ways 
you get the same shape by 'asir.g the zni rror. I found 4 ways to 
c.t a square. The green line represents the mirror. 
Geametric Ficure I Mirror Positions 
! ! : i ' : ' K ! 





KQC ILATER^LL TRIANGLE? 
1-
ISOSCELES TRAPEZOID ! 5 
! 
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Figure 6. Tower of Hanoi 
This unit requires that the pupil generalize 
an inductive sequence to state a rule. Allow some 
time for free play before counting the number of 
moves. 
TOWER OP HA#0I 
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First make the set up look like Figure 1. 
crîire 1 <, 
There are 2 problems in this shoe box. 
PROBLEM 1: Move the rings froa one pec? to t.nother. There are 
two rules to follow: 
a) Kovs only one ring at e time. 
b) You cannot place & larger ring on £ SKallar one. 
Now see if yea can get all the rings aoved fzoa one peg to either 
one of the other two. 
PROBLEM 2i What is the fewest number of motes needed to sova a 
given number of rings? 
To answer this problem start vith 1 rirg, It takes only 
1 move (see Figure 2). 
Figure 2„ 
If a = If then K ^ 1. 
n » number of rings 
H =s number of moves 
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Now try two rings. The sinimum nusiber of moves (M) is 3. 
Look at Figure 3 and try it yourself 
Figure 3. 
If a = 2# th&Ti M 3 3. 
Now coop lete the table, First do 3 riags, thsa 4, 5, S. 
10 
M 
Look for a pattern. Eow many saoves 
for 7 rings? for 10 rings? Write a 
formula for finding M (the. minimum 
aussber of moves) given n rings» 
Pattern: 
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Figure 7. Calculation of pi (tt) 
The pupils will measure the diameter and cir­
cumference of the circular regions, and then divide 
the measure of circumference by the measure of 
diameter to get an approximation for tt. Keep in 
mind that this is only an approximation for the 
number tt. The more observations, the better the 
approximation. 
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DIAMETER AND CIRCUMFERENCE 
OP A CIRCLE 
In this shoe box you are asked to do some measurement. 
First, measure the diameter of each circular wheel. Record 
this in the table. 
Next, measure the circumference. Circumference is the dis­
tance around a circle's boundary. To measure this distance, put 
a pencil in tha center of the circular wheel and roll it around 
exactly once along the tape measure or yardstick. Record the 
circumference ;:or each circle in the table^ 
After you have measured the diameter and circumference of 
the circles, you should fill in cojamn three of the table. 
Circumference f 




All of the numbers in column 3 of your table should be 
close to 3.1 or 3.2. 
Now average* the results of column 3, This will give you 
an approximation to a very important number in mathematics. 
Mathematicians call this number Pi (pronounced pie). The 
symbol is tf , 
For your experiment 
Tt = 
^To average a set of numbers you must add them up, then 
divide by the :iu2b@r of addends. For axaisple, the average of 
the numbers 6» 9, 5, 8 is (6 + 9 + 5 + 8} r 4, because there are 
4 addends. 
28 -r 4 «» * , so 7 is the average of the 4 numbers. 
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Figure 8. Volume relationship 
Pupils will measure the geometric shapes. The 
most efficient way to determine the volume of the 
cone and sphere is to fill the cone with water and 
proceed from there. 
VOLUME RELATIONSHIPS 
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The contents of this box are a sphere, a cone, and a cylinder. 
A. MEASURE EACH OF THESE SHAPES 
Sphere in. diameter 
Cone in. diameter, in. high 
Cylinder in. diameter, in. high 
B. The volume of the cylinder is approximately 21 cubic inches. 
C. Next you will find the volume of the cone. 
Just by looking at the cone and cylinder, how does the volume 
of the cone compare to the volume of the cylinder? 
Volume of cone is the volume of the cylinder. 
less than (<) 
more them (>) 
equal to (=) 
We know the volume of the cylinder is 21 cubic inches. What 
could you do to find the volume of the cone? Talk it over 
and think it over. If you can't do it on your own, a hint is 
given in the answer box. 
The volume of the cone is approximately cubic inches. 
O * 
If the volume of a cylinder is V = irr h, the volume of a 
cone is V = . 
How did you solve the problem? 
*V = irr^h means to multiply n (ir = 3.14) times the radius of 
the cylinder squared (r x r) then multiply times the height 
o f  t h e  c y l i n d e r .  V =  3 . 1 4  x r  x r x h  
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Did you need the hint? 
D. Next you will find the volume of the sphere. You will need 
both the cone and the cylinder to solve this problem. 
The volume of the sphere is the volume of the 
cylinder. equal to 
greater than 
less than 
The volume of the sphere is approximately cubic inches. 
E. Write a formula for the volume of: 
1. a cylinder; V = . 
2. a cone: v = . 
3. a sphere; V = 
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Figure 9. Area of a rectangle 
Pupils will generalize the formula for the area 
of a rectangle. The string will be used to approxi­
mate perimeter, and the tile will be used to approxi­
mate area. 
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AREA AND PERIMETER CP A RECTANGLE 
This shoe box contains a box of squares iaquare units), a 
ral&.c~ and dravings of rectangles. 
Use the square tiies to oeaaure the area. 
Use the rtiisr or the string and ruler to ir,ensure the perimeter 
i/cok for a rule for computiac the area and perimeter of a 
rectangle, 
AREA PERIMETER 
ÛZNGTK • WIDTH | HOW MANY TILES? s HOW FAH AFOuND"^ 












i i s 
Reccangie D | 
"T 
Rectancle & I 
Rectangle ^ « 
RsctariÇle H 
'"S— 
Rectangle I i 
Complete the f»ilcwing îaatnssaticâl sentences: 
Area : A » 
Perxmet.-îs ; ? •« 
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Figure 10. Area of a right triangle 
The pupils will cut the rectangle in half and 
observe that two congruent right triangles are 
formed. Thus, the area of the right triangle must 
be ^5 the area of a parallelogram (A = hh x h) . 
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AREA OF A RIGHT TRIANGLE 
Remember that the area of a rectangle is four.d by 
plying the measure of tha base x the aessLce of the height. 
A = b X h 
units 
Rectangle kXYZ has a base of 4 units an' a height of j 
% 
The area of the rectanc Le is 
—"S 
Look St rectangle PQRS, 
What i£ tha area of rectangle PQRSl 
Now tai.e the scissors and cut cut .rectangle PQRS. 
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You shouxâ have a^à cue area ot irQE& is iO square inches* 
Row that yoa have cut out the tc itangle PQRS, cot the 
rectangle on the diagonal PR. 
Ton xidr have 2 ri^t triangles# They eacâx have a rl^t (90*) 
angle. Are these 2 triangles equal in area? • 
SOtr will the area of triangle PQR compare with the area of 
rectangle PQRS? Write the answer you think is correct: The area 
of triangle PQR is the area of 
(twice, one-half, equal to) 
rectangle PQRS. 
4 units a 
Area of rectangle DEPG « 




Area of rectangle HIJK « 
Area of triangle HIJ « 
Area of rectangle LMNO ® 






Area of rectangle ABCD « 
Area of triangle ABC = 
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Figure 11. Area of a parallelogram 
The pupils will cut a parallelogram into two 
pieces in such a way that the two pieces can be re­
arranged to form a rectangle. The area, base, and 
height of the parallelogram will be equal respec­
tively to the area, base, and height of the rectangle. 
Consequently the area of the parallelogram is also 
A = b X h. 
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AREA OF A PARALLELOGRAî" 
We have developed rules for the area of a rectangle ( A 
b X hi and right triangle < A » %b x h), Now wa need to find ^ 
njie fo£r the area of a paralieiograin, 
Vfhen saathea^.dtlcians are faced with a problem, they 
usualXy ask themselves if they can make tî:» new problem look 
like an old, ffiurdliîr problem. 
The new problem is to find the ares cf a parallelogram, 
riguze A3CD IS a parallelogram. 
We already know that the area of a rectangle is base x 
height. This is sr. old, faailiar problem. 
Take yoaz scissors a^d av.t oat par&l. slogram ABCD. 
It you row cro-: along dotted line BE ^ ^ou can take the 
triangular place and rearrange the plecae ?o that you have a 
rectangle= Lo It. 
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One way to rearrange the pieces is E 
r 
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and this is our familiar shape, the rectangle. The area of the 
Now put the triangular piece hack to its original position 
and yon have the parallelogram ABCD. The height of the rectangle 
is 4 inches. The height of the parallelogram is also 4 inches. 
The height of a parallelogram and the rectangle you make from it 
will always be equal. 
1. Will the area of parallelogram ABCDuecnal the area of 
the rectangle at the top of this page f 
On the next page there are 2 parallelograms. Cut out 
parallelogram GHIJ and nsaxe it into a zectangle. 
2. If the base of the rectangle is 6" and the height is 3" 
what is the area? 
3. What is the area of the parallelogram CHIJ? 
Cut out the parallelogram KLMN and convert it into a rectangle. 
4. Do the rectangle and the parallelogram have the same area? 
5. If the area of the rectangle is 18, whac is the area of 
the parallelogram? 
6. The area of a rectangle is b x h. Siici any parallelogram 
can be rearranged ijito a rectangle, the area of a parallelogram 
rectangle with base AB and height BE is: 
A = b X h 
A  »  5 x 4  
A « 20 sgs2are inches 
The height of parallèlejratiii ABCD is BS. Does HI represent 
the height of parallelogram GH2J? 
Your answer should be no. The height of parallelogram 
GHIJ is HP» Notice that HP is also the height of the rectangle. 
The height of a geometric shape smst be perpendicular to 





Figure 12, Area of a triangle 
The pupils will cut the parallelogram into two 
congruent triangles. Since the area of the parallelo­
gram is A = b X h, the area of the triangle must be 
A = %b X h. 
129 
AREA Of A TRIANGLE 
The area of & pazallelograa is 
A = b X h 





/IN \ / 
s \ 
/  .  - \  /  / r 
/ I 
£A ' ^ « 
/ 
r .6 .s/ 
Use y OCT acissors to cut ou'c ';his parai le Iccrrai-'i, Thù arc:/ 
cf ths parallelogram is 
A -• S'.juare inchae. 
Use vc'iir scissors to cut along thvî di^goael DB-- Nov you 
have 2 tfiangleST Are -chey oq-^.tal? 
The area of parallelogram ABCD w&e 20 sciiare units. What: 
is the area of trianqlt hBD? 
Hew does the area cf triangla RED compara tc the area cif 
oarellelooram ASCD? 
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Yc-u may cat ouc the parallelograms if you wish. 








The diea of par a ilaiograra lùK'L is XS 
wha : is rhe area ol: txxangie IJRf 
oas€- -
D&se » 6 «3 £P 
height •' 4 -• HW 
Tnt area or psr^iie logratn :•.£• 
RS - b 
5X - h 
What le the area ot triangle PST/ 
A -









Figure 13. Area and perimeter 
Pupils will "tile" the interior of the shape to 
get an approximation of the area. Encourage an 
approximation technique which will give the closest 
approximation to the "true area," i.e. position tile 
so that errors will tend to cancel or offset one 
another. The string will be used to measure the 
perimeter. 
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Find She perimeter and area for the following simple closed curves. 
Use the square tiles to get the area. Use the ruler ar.d/cr the 










Figure 14. Side-area relationships 
Pupils will form squares using rubber bands. 
The first square should be one unit on a side. Next, 
the pupil is asked to form a square two units on a 
side. The area for this new square is four times as 
big as the area of the first square. The pupil will 
continue to increase the length of the side and record 
the corresponding increase in the area. The generali­
zation of this pattern is fairly difficult for sixth 
grade pupils. 
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SIDE - AREA RELATIONSHIP 
Get a geoboard and some rubber bands. 
With one rubber band make a square 1 unit on a side. Take 
another rubber band and make a square 2 units on a side. With 
another band stake a square 4 units on a side. Finally, make a 
square 8 units on a side. 
When you double the 
side of a square/ the 
area is 











Example : Side = 1 
Side " 2 
Another example: Side = 2 
Side = 4 
Another exaa^le: Side » 4 




CoEplate this  sable •.isitxq t -he qaoboard and rubber oavicl^ 
A i t  
Area of 
Scuare 
If  ve make the side of « 
iqcare tj: zee timee as ] cn, 
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Figure 15. Rectangular prisms 
The pupil will use one inch cubes to build the 
shapes which are pictured on the cards. Next, the 
pupil will observe that he can predict the number of 
cubes needed to build the prism by finding the prod­
uct of the three dimensions. Finally he will write 
the general formula for the volume of a rectangular 
prism. 
VOLUME 01 it&C'i'AZiGiJLAR PRISM 
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This shoebox contains a set of c^ibes (cubic units) and 
•ictîares of sosae rectangular prisms^ 
Use the pictures ro help you build each rsctanguiar prisa;, 
rter you havs built each rectangular prism# write the nuriber for 
-, length, width and height. In the last colusm record how oany 
: it takes to build the rectangular prism. 
Width 
2 
Length Height now cuber nse-l 
to build the -
D 
Look for 3 xro.iQ xor computing -i;e nurrit-er 
build each rectangulEr prise. The r;un?ber of coings a; 
each recfcâiîgxilar prisrn is called tha voI.^r.ie. < .i:at iL.-.atiaal 
sentorce Soj: t:;e vc iu:ne. 
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Figure 16. Surface area 
The pupil will measure the lengths of the edges 
of the shapes provided and calculate the total sur­
face area of the wooden shapes. 
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SURFACE AREA 
The rectangnlar prisa in Figure 1 has 6 faces. We will 
call than top, bottom, right side, left side, front, and back. 
Calculate the area of each face: 
FACE LENGTH WIDTH AREA 
right side 3 4 12 





TOTAL SUM ACE AREA « 
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Find the surface area for Figure 2, 
z 
Fiçure 2. 










FACE BASE HEIGHT ASEA 
triangle front 6 4 
right side 5 •• 
triangle ba<dc 




Find the total surface area for Figtare 4 
6 
Figure 4 .  
What percent of this total surface area is floor space? 
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Figure 17. Construction of polyhedra 
The pupil will trace the flat lay-out of the 
regular polyhedra on construction paper and cut it 
out. Next, he will use tape to form the three 
dimensional polyhedra. Neatness and accuracy are 
important for this construction. More difficult 
constructions are given in the enclosed book. 
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In-, this box you will find five patterns. You may usa them to build 
-lydels of the five regular poîyhcdra which are sketched below. Cut tb«a 
C/.L :: You can build the shape using this paper ; or yoiz nay trace onto 
construction paper and snake- the polyhedrs. out cf eonsts'uc'Sricn paper. Us* 










Figure 18. Euler's formula 
This is an exercise in counting the number of 
vertices (V), edges (E), and faces (F) of regular 
polyhedra. The pupil will observe that V + F - E 




If you have constructed the models of the regular polyhedra, 
use them to complete this worksheet. If not, use the models which 










B V + F - E 









What column is always the same? Write the mathe­
matical sentence which states this as a rule. 
This rule is called Sulcr's Formula. Euler was 
a very famous mathematician and he discovered 
this formula in about 1730. 





Number of | Number of 
regions ! segaents 









What conclusions can you make about your results? 
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Figure 19. What's ny rule? 
This is an optional unit which provides pupils 
with inductive experiences in a game format. It is 
best to play this game with two players, but four or 
five could participate. One deck of rules is fairly 
easy; the other deck is more difficult. 
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WHAT'S MY ROLE? 
What's my rule is an arithmetic card game. In the shoe 
box you will find a score sheet and 2 decks of cards. One deck 
has yellow dots on them; these are the more difficult ones and 
should be tried only after you get to know the game» 
Take the easier deck and look at the cards. You will notice 
things like a + b + 1 on one card, 2a + b on another, and 2(a + b) 
on still another. 
The game consists of trying to guess your opponent's rule. 
Start the game with 2 players and each one draws a card. 
Be careful not to let your opponent see your rule. 
Take a score sheet and at the top write the rule that is on 
your card. Now your job is to guess your opponent's rule. 
Suppose Mary has the rule 2a + b on her ceurd. Bill has the 
rule a + b + 1 on his card. To start the game, Mary says any 
ordered pair of numbers to Bill. For exasqple, Mary says "2, 5". 
Mow Bill must tell Mary lAat number his rule would assign to 
2, 5. Bill would say *8* because a + b + 1, when a • 2 and b " 5 
gives 2 + 5 + 1 " 8. Mary records this on line one of her score 
sheet. 
Now Bill would give a number pair to Mary. Su]^>08e Bill 
says *3, 1". Mary would look at her rule, 2a + b and say "7", 
b e c a u s e  2  %  a  +  b  id i e n  a  «  3  a n d  b  *»  1  g i v e s  2 x 3  +  1 * 7 .  
Bill would record (3, 1)—» 7 on the first line of his score sheet. 
Now Mary gives another number pair and so on until one player 
tries to guess the other player's rule. If you guess the rule 
after 2 number pairs, you get 90 points. If you guess the rule 
after 5 number pairs, you get 75 points. 
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If you try to guess the rule and guess wrong you subtract 
20 points fxoa your score* 
You can play the game to 250 to decide the winner. 
After you get good, try the more difficult deck. 
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Figure 20. Snowflakes 
This is am optional unit which provides pupils 
with the opportunity to make some unusual construc­
tions. It is a fairly difficult unit and has some 
interesting questions regarding the area and perime­
ter of the snowflake shapes. Neatness and accuracy 
are necessary if the figure is to be attractive. 
DRAWING SNOWFiaZES 
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On one of the large sheets of paper you find in the box, draw 
an equilateral triangle (all 3 sides equal in length) in the middle 
of the page. Make each side 9 inches long. Using the cospass or 
the rules in the box, trisect each side of the triangle and on each 
of the middle thirds erect an equilateral triangle pointing outward. 
Erase the parts common to the new and old triangles. Trisect each 
side of the new figure and again t^n each middle third erect an 
equilateral triangle pointing outward. Erase the parts common to 
the new and old figures. Repeat this process 2 or 3 more times. 
Now you can take the box of crayons zmd color the snowflake. 
Below are drawings of the first three stages of the snowflake. 
Notice the coo^ass marks on drawings 1 and 2. 
Do you see an easy way to draw equilateral triemgles? 
To make another type of snowflake, follow the directions 2ibove 




Figure 21. Polygonal spirals 
This optional unit demands some precision and 
neatness if the resulting figure is to look nice. 
Encourage originality on all construction problems. 




To construct a polygonal spiral, first draw an equilateral 
triangle which is 8 indies on a side* Remexnber, an equilateral 
triangle is one with all three sides and all three angles con­
gruent» Each angle measures 
Label your triangle ABC* From B, measure 1/2 inch on BC 
and draw Â^c. Now measure 1/2 inch from C on CÂ and draw DÊL 
Next y measure 1/2 inch from A on ÂD and draw 'SF. By continuing 
this process you will get a polygonal spiral for an equilateral 
triangle o You can make a better looking spiral by taking 
points 1/4 inch from the intersections o 
You can also stake polygonal spirals for squares, rectangles, 
hexagons and any figure you choose* In each case you "spiral 
into" the center by selecting some distance and measuring that 
distance from each new intersectiono The smaller the distance, 
the more spiraling you will observe» It makes the spiral look 
better if you cut down on the distance as you get a smaller and 
smaller shape* 
Color the spiral if you wish» Ke want some of these for 
the bulletin boards* 
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Figure 22. Moebius strip 
This optional unit requires that the pupil con­
struct a Moebius strip. Next he will cut strips in 
a variety of ways and generalize a rule for describing 
the results. 
THE MOEBIUS STRIP 
160 
Have you ever seen a piece of paper with only one surface? 
There really is such a sheet. It is called a Moebius strip and 
has been used by many magicians to entertain people. It has been 
a plaything for mathematicians ever since it was discovered by 
August Ferdinand Moebius, a German mathematician, in 1858. A fly 
can walk from any point on this strip to any other point without 
crossing an edge. Unlike a sheet of paper or a table tcp, it does 
not have a top or a bottom, a front or back. 
You can make a Moebius strip with any strip of paper. Any 
size or type of paper will do. We use the strip to make a ring 
or band/ but before we glue the ends together, we give one a half-
twist. Attach the band as illustrated. 
; n 
«i 
If you draw a line on the surface of your Moebius strip, you 
will find that you will go all around the entire surface without 
crossing an edge. Paint or color one surface without going over 
an edge. Is there another surface that remains to be colored? 
For another unusual result, cut the band lengthwise along a 
line in the center of the strip. What unexpected result did you 
obtain? If you make another band, and cut it lengthwise one-third 
of the way in from an edge, you will get still a different result. 
The Moebius strip enables us to take a new look at right- and 
left-handed objects like shoes or gloves. If you compare the two 
gloves of a pair of gloves ^ you will find that they are equal in 
all measurements you can make. But you know the gloves are very 
different. The left-handed glove won't fit yoi^r right hand. 
How can you change a right-handed glove to a left-handed one? 
In two dimensions it seems possible on a Moebius strip. If you 
could slide a picture of the glove along the surface of a Moebius 
strip, the glove would be upside down and backward when it got 
back to the starting point. 
MOEBIUS STRIP FACTS 
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You can have fun showing your friends the odd results you get 
by cutting Moebius strips in different ways. Copy and complete 
the table below to see what happens when you change the number of 






IResult of Cut CNusâ>er of 
[sides and edges, length and 
Kind of Iwidt'i, number of loops, 
cut Itwists and knots) 
! 1 1 1 0 i 5 center 
i 1 
j 
. 1 ! 
1 1 1 1 1 OAe-




. . .  Î  
1 Ï 1 
! 1 1 
1 2 ? 1 center 
1 1 1 
1 i i 
I 
. . 5 
! 1 1 
1 . 1 one-
! 2 : third 






Figure 23. How many squaures? 
This optional unit is an exercise in counting 
the number of square units in a given shape. The 
pupil is also asked to construct some shapes which 
have a given area. 
HOW MANY SQOASES? 
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What is the area in this picture? 
h 
_ 
M i l l  
Karc drew this picture. Does it have an area of 7 squares? 
T T  
Mary drew this picture. What area does it have? 
Jerry drew this picture. 
1 
5 
What area does it have? 
1  
n  
p j  
! i I4i 
j  r  !  ^  
J_LJ n 
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draw this picture. Kbat area dees it have? 
6. Jim drew picture. What area does it have? 
7» How draw yoar own picture which 3bas an area of 7 gqoares# 
Make it different from Marc's and Mary's and Jerry's and Jim's. 
3 
165 
8. Vîfcat is the area of each figure? 
166 
This is a series of inductive sequences. Pupils 
will answer some specific questions and then general­
ize a pattern. 
r 
167 
PATTERNS IN GEOMETRY 
Complete this table: 
Number of rectangles 
1 
1 j 1 1 f 
1 




Lc:ck at your results. Can you see any pattern? Can you find the 
n— — T T i —  total nurber of rectangles for ? I I i I t I 1 by using the 
pattern? Hov many rectangles? How did you declce? 
2 
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9 'J 9' • # 
I J K L 
* t » 4^ 
-I, N o P q R 




Figure 25. Roll a number 
This optional unit is an inductive sequence 
which is presented in a game format. Two or three 
pupils can play at one time. 
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The object of this «jatne Is to the number comb:na­
tion or; a coii of the 3 dice^ By adding* subtracting, 
—ulf-iplying^ snd dividing the numbers on the die, name a 
nuna)er on the board. Use ear.:i number on the die exactly 
once.-. 
For exajr-ple,. assuine you roll a 3 on the red die p a 
2 or. the creon die and a 4 or the white dieo Usine thfse 
n u a - i b e r s  y o u  c o u i d  n a c . e  5 , .  { 3  - 2 * 4 )  »  9  
cr you could na#e S.- (4 - 3 - 2) * 5 
o r  y c i u  c o u l d  n a m e  6 ,  ( 4  :  3 ;  ^ 2 ^ 6  
or you could nitrte 2, {4 - 2} j 2 » 2 
or you could 1, 3 - (4 f 2) 1, an.; so cr;.. 
PlDce your marker on the nuzL^r your corîtinacicr. s-:-.--.-
ar:d then record your points.. 
Voi3 score 1 point for -a :>iay on the bcsrd... You can 
score additional points by pi icinq your marrer adjsc&n";. T 
Gthsr rrarhcr=i You get one c l.iitional rolnt for each 
ifiO'j tzZ" % 
It ycv. ceanoc nan-v an op 'n nuir.h-er on the b<jsrd^ ycu 
Tr.ust paBS; Thcee passas and -you are finished with tlx: qj-rc 
when each player has pc^psed 3 ti%os the gene Is ovc-r^ The 
ojsyer %ith rne most points i the winner,, 
171 
Figure 26. Super detective 
This optional unit is an exercise in logic and 
determination. It is in^ortant that pupils keep a 
systematic account of the known data. Pupils may-




Five houses in z rowu 
englishman lives in the red house, 
Spaniard owns a CcGT 
Coffee is drunk in the oreen houseo 
Ukra^ian drinks tea-
Green house is just to the right of the Ivory hcuse, 
Man who drives Buick owns sraiisc 
Ford owner li ves in the ^ el low house -, 
Flan in the rdddle house c.rir.ks r.ilkc 
Norwegian lives in the f;rst hccse.-
Chevy owner lives next tf the E>ari vith a foXc 
Plyciouth owner drinks or« nge julcsc 
Fore owner lives next to the man with a horse. 
Japanese ovns an Oiàsjîicb: ie^ 
Norweyian lives next tc ^ he blue house; 
There are 5 r.atior.aiitie:-. ^ S different psts;, 5 ùi t : . e  
cars s,- S different drinks 5 different colored hc-isf-s 
Prcbies: WHO DRINKS WATER Ai.'D WBO OWI-;S A ZELBA? 
173 
APPENDIX B 
















































































Calculation of pi (ïï) 
Volume relationship 




























Area of a right 
triangle 
Area of a 
parallelogram 




























Area and perimeter 
side-area 
relationships 
Rectangular prisms 
Th/12 
F/13 
M/16 
W/11 
Th/12 
F/13 
T/10 
W/11 
Th/12 
M/9 
T/10 
W/11 
F/6 
M/9 
T/10 
Th/5 
P/6 
M/9 
W/4 
Th/5 
F/6 
T/3 
W/4 
Th/5 
M/2 
T/3 
W/4 
Surface area 
Construction of 
polyhedra 
Euler's formula 
T/17 
W/18 
Th/19 
M/16 
T/17 
W/18 
F/13 
M/16 
T/17 
Th/12 
F/13 
M/16 
W/11 
Th/12 
F/13 
T/10 
W/11 
Th/12 
M/9 
T/10 
W/11 
P/6 
M/9 
T/10 
Th/5 
F/6 
M/9 
